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WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
TENDE:RS TO THE 
Students, Teachers and Principal 
OF 
Hon. W. C. Kennedy Collegiate Institute 
It's Congratulations on the 
Scholastic and Other Attainments 
•• 
1 of the School Year 1963-64 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1964 
Ward I ........ ·. ·. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . K. C. Hortop, B.A. 
. Ward II ..... .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. A. Buchanan, B.A. 
Ward IIJ . . : .. , . '. .' . : .. ' . . . R. J. Whitty, M.D., D.A.B., F.I.C.S., F.A.C.S. 
Ward IV .. .' .". ! . ·. ·:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. M. Grant, Q.C. . . 
Ward V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. W. Gray, Chairman 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
T. Meconi, B.A. 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
L. F. Batterson 
C. G. Sampson 
The Windsor Suburban District High School Board joins in congratulating 
those students from its area who are atte11ding your school. 
* WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCE,~,,F~,,,) 
~ \iV 





THE KENCOLL 1964 
KENCOLL STAFF 
2nd Row: Mr. J. Durrant, J. Kent, M. Madoff, J. Pekar, M. Kelly, B. Chernlak, E. Pearce, Mr. R. Davidson. 
1st Row: M. DeMonle, J. McCullough, E. Bauer,, T. Taylor, Mr. T. Waller, A. Kamin, V. Carter, E. MacKlnnon. 
EDITOR ALLAN KAMIN 
ASSISTANT EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MARISA DEMONTE 
BUSINESS MANAGER ..................... ETHEL MACKINNON 
Assistant Business Manager ......................... Terry Taylor 
Upper School Class News ........................ Judy McCullough 
Lower School Class News . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mark Madoff 
Graduates .... Vicky Carter, Edina Bauer, Scott Cuthbert, Pam Borthwick 
Athletics , , ............................ , . . . . . . . . . . . Mark Kelly 
Clubs, School Year Events . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Kent 
Humour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob Cherniak 
Exchange ........................................... Joe Pekar 
Photography Consultant ........... : ...... .............. Ed Pearce 
Typing .......................... Classes lOE, lOF, lOG, llE, llF 
Teachers Leaving: Write-Ups ...................... Mr. R. Lougheed 
Mr. J. M. Donohue 
Mr. D. Hyland 
Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daisy Dell 
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gerald Field 
Staff Advisers .................................. Mr. R. Davidson 
Mr. T. D. Walter 
Mr. J. Spinks 
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THANK YOU, MR. WALTER 
This year Mr. T. Dayman Walter is retiring. Exactly 
haU of his present years have been spent teaching English 
and history in our school. Moreover, for the past seventeen 
years, Mr. Walter has been the staff advisor of our 
Kencoll. It is only fitting that we should pay special 
tribute to one who has guided our paper through these 
,di££icult years. All who have ever worked on the Kencoll 
know that without his direction, encouragement and hard 
work our school year book would never have reached 
the printer. 
Mr. Walter, horn in 1900 in Grey County, is an 
honours graduate of Queen's University in English and 
history. For the past 32 years he has been unrolling the 
map of history for l1is students up in Room 213. So 
faithful has been his service there that we refer to the 
room not by number, but simply as Mr. Walter's room. 
All at Kennedy were saddened by the sudden death of 
Mrs. Walter last summer, the week hdorc the re-opening 
of school. The fortitude with which Mr. Waltrr sustained 
that darkest hour was probably his finest lesson. 
Sir, on behalf of the hundreds of Ken11edy students 
with whom you laboured SQ diligently and patiently we 
would like to express our most sincere thanks and our 
most earnest hope that you may enjoy many happy years 
of healthy retirement. 
Thank you, Mr. Walter. 
MR. BILL LEONHARDT 
Mr. Leonhardt, a graduate oC Kennedy Collr~iatr and 
thf' University of Windsor, joined the Krnnrdy Staff in 
1957 as a memher of thf' Srirnrr Drpartmrnt. An 
enthusiastic teacher, he has road1rd ~ocrer, and willingly 
assisted in Cadets, Stanlu!'t and in the other ~chool 
activities when help was nerclccl. 
We congratulate him on heing appointed to the- IIPad 
of the Science Department al Vincent Mn~sry CollPgiatr. 
\Ve wish him much sucrr~s in his new enclearnur, and 
hope he will visit his Alma Mater often. 
MISS STEPHANIE ANDRY 
l\liss Andry came lo our school from Toro11to. She 
brought a new appreciation of drama to her F:ngli~h 
dassrs. After onr short yrar Kc11nedy is losing hrr to 
Englapd whPre ~he intends lo clo some trarhing and 
further her studies. We wish her the best of luck on her 
journeys. 
MR. R. W. DAVIDSON 
Mr. Davidson is leadng Kennedy this year after 
srvcn yl'ars on the teaching staff. He is going to England 
whrre he will teach until his return to our school in 
Septcrnlwr of 1965. We wi~h l\lr. Davidson the l,cst of 
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Shakespeare said, "All the world's a stage and every man and woman 
must play his part". Each student is acting a part in the drama of life. 
To-day your role is that of a student. This role you have in common. 
A great number of our students play a very important role in worthy 
service to their fellow students. The success of all phases of school life in 
this, the year of 1963-1964, indicates that you have played your part well, 
you have tried to aspire and to persist. 
- Many are deserving of "Oscars". 
- A special award to our Kencoll Editor and Associates. 
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./' 
STAFF 
3rd Row: A. Green, 0. McVey, A. Scott, G. Allen, S. Levine, W. Weir, W. Leonhardt, T. 0. Walter, R. Davidson, R. Lougheed, R. Battagello, J. Donohue, 
R. Monger. 
2nd Row: J. Durrant, H. Hendershot, J. Spinks, 0. Hyland, H. Laframboise, R. Pazur, M. Gretes, T. Abey, R. Groundwater, D. Rudkin, W. Christle, A. 
l'lelcher, 0. Wearne, J. Letourneau, G. Arnolt, M. C. Thomson. 
1st Row: M. J. Galbraith, M. Pullen, D. Arel, J. McNelll, S. Andry, B. Llebrock, G. Mathoney, S. Sparks, C. Eaton, G. WIiiiams. 
HONOURABLE W. C. KENNEDY COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
-Staff-
M. C. THOMSON, B.S.A.- Principal 
J. M. Donohue, B.A.- Vice-Principal D. E. Hope, B.A.- Dcan of Girls 
Mr. A. Fletcher, B.A.- Mathematics 
Miss D. Hope, B.A.- Classics 
Mr. T. D. Walter, B.A.- History 
HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS 
Mrs. M. J. Galhraith-Phys. Ed. 
Mr. D. Hyland, B.A.- Sciencc 
Mr. G. Allen, Il.A.- Moderns 
ASSISTANTS 
Miss S. Andry, B.A. 1r. R. Groundwater, M.A. 
Mrs. M. Aitchison, B.A. Mr. H. Hendershot, B.A. 
Mr. E. Abey, B.A. l\1r. H. Laframboise, B.A., M.A. 
Mrs. D. Arel, B.A. Mr. C. W. Leonhardt, B.A., M.A. 
Mr. G. Arnott, B.A. Mr. G. Letourneau, B.A. 
J\'1 r. R. Battagcllo, B.A. Mr. S. Levine 
Mr. W. Christie, B.Sc. l\lrs. B. Licbrock 
Mr. R. Davidson, B.Sc. Miss J. McNeill, ll.A. 
Miss C. Eaton, B.A. Mr. D. McVey, B.A. 
Mr. H. Girling, B.A. Mrs. G. Mathoney, B.A. 
Mr. M. Gretes, B.Ae.E. l\fr. H. Monger, B.A. 
Mr. A. Grrcn, B.A.- Phys. Ed. 
Mr. R. Lougheed, R.A., R.D.- Engli~h 
Mr. J. Durrant, B.A.- Guidance 
Mr. R. Pazur, B.S.A. 
Miss M. Pullen, 8.A., 1\1.Ed. 
Mr. D. Rudkin, B.A. 
Mr. A. Scott, B.A. 
Mrs. S. Sparks 
J\1r. J. Spinks, B.Sc. 
Mr. D. Wcame, B.Sc. 
Mr. W. Weir, B.A. 
Miss G. Williams, B.A. 
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THE FORUM 
FORUM 
3rd Row: R. Brady, J. Thomson, T. Stanley, S. Steiner, S. Gordner, B. Davies, J. Kent. 
2nd Row: L. Gardner, L. Center', M. Feldman, M. Bradford, 0. Chernlak, R. Gardner, M. Madoff, Mr. M. C. Thomson. 
1st Row: 8. Greenway, N. Miles, B. Chernialc, Miss 0. Hope, J. McCullough, J. Allison, M. Leach, D. Grundy. 
Absent: B. Smith, S. Riggs, L. Chadwick. 
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Executive, Committees and Chairmen of forum 1963-64 
PRESIDENT .................................................................................................................................... BOB CIIERNIAK 
VICE-PRESIDENT ...................................................................................................... JUDY McCULLOUGH 
RECORDING SECRETARY .......................................................................................... JANIE ALLISON 
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY .................................................................................... LYN CENTER 
TREASURER .............................................................................................................................. BILL GREENWAY 
Committee Chairman Committee Clwirt11wL 
Social ................................................................................................... Sue Riggs Spirit and Assembly ................................................ Donna C11111dy 
Ted Stanley, Bryn Davies, Steve Steiner, 
Donna Cherniak, Bill Smith 
Altiora Peto .............................................................................. Nancy Miles 
Literary & Drama ............................................................ Mark Madoff 
Maxine Feldman, Stuart Gordner, Lynne Chadwick 
John Thomson, Ron Brady 
Girls' Athletic Association .................................... J\1ario11 I , .11·li 
Marilyn Bradford, Erka Gardner 
Boys' Athletic Association .................................... Larry Ca1 ,l,1<·r 
John Kent 
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IMPACT 
*Sixty years ago Ford of Canada began building 
automobiles and trucks. 
Since then many hundreds of thousands of high school 
and university graduates have become Ford owners. 
Their steadily-mounting preference for Ford products 
has contributed significantly to the impact on our 
national growth of this important Canadian industrial 
achievement. 
During 1964, Ford of Canada 1s observing its 60th 
anniversary. 
*In its first year of existence 
Ford of Canada built 117 automobiles. 
In 1964, Ford of Canada will build 


































































A L06K AT OURSELVES 
There comes a time in every 
person's life when he must give a 
pause to his daily routine and turn 
to introspection- that is, the noble 
act of examining one's own thinking 
and deeds with a view to the ques· 
lions: "What is my purpose in life? 
What meaning is there to my exis-
tence ?" Now this moment of reckon· 
ing has arrived for the Kencoll, the 
yearbook which tumbles into our 
hands each year about the beginning 
of June, with such steady smoothness 
and punctuality that it is taken for 
grauted. 
Certainly, no one has any qualms 
about the Kencoll. We chuckle at the 
jokes (especially the ones that have 
managed to sneak past the censor) ; 
we stare admiringly at our pictures 
( conceited as we are), thumb quickly 
through the rest of the book, anct 
then toss it in some corner, to be 
used as a mating ground for spiders. 
Of course, we become swelled with 
pride for our beautiful, illustrious 
school, which produces such marvel-
lous yearbooks, but of what use is 
school pride now when summer Vil· 
cations have started; by the fall the 
image of our beautiful, illustrious 
THE KENCOLL 1964 
Editorial 
school will have been demolished, and 
only a "hole" will remain. This is a 
very important point. One of the 
principal uses of the Kencoll has 
heen to promote school spirit, but 
by the time of publication it is too 
late for this to be used. 
Right away we can see a major 
weakness in our manner of publica· 
tion. What, then, does the Kencoll do 
for our school? Generate school 
spirit? No. Inform us of what's hap· 
pening? Hardly, for most of the 
events are long-since stale, and, as 
a survey at the beginning of the year 
indicated, few students care to read 
about them. Doesn't it entertain us 
then ? We have television, cars, and 
romance to that end. It is as plain as 
day that, aside from serving as a 
remembrance for old alumni, the 
Kencoll is not fulfilling any real pur· 
pose. If we are to get the most out of 
our efforts and money, we must look 
lo new fields. 
To get down to brass tacks, it is 
my opinion, as editor of the Kencoll, 
that this yearbook should be replaced 
by a system of monthly newspapers 
(magazines) . The key items of in· 
terest will be stories on topical school 
news events. Consider: the headlines 
for one issue will read: "Kennedy 
Page Seven 
Wins Football Championship". The 
resulting story will include inten invs 
with coaches and players, anti t' .\· 
plain how certain strategy wa:. ap· 
plied. Inside, we will find a fcat111c 
story about · Joe Doe's visit to tlie 
New York World's Fair. Each i:,:,ue, 
several classes will publish their 1·!.1,,s 
news and in a special final issu1•, 1lic 
graduate news will be publishetl. 1\1 r. 
Thomson will have a column to i11-
form students about what has lin·n 
added to his "sickening" list. The 
"Teacher of the Month" will ha,,. a 
featured write-up, but, unfortunakl) , 
not the "Playmate of Month." Jul-.-s 
and cartoons will dot the pages. A tl· 
vertisers would be delighted to pl,tt'e 
their ads in such a paper, and to h, lp 
costs, a slight nickel or dime pi i1:e 
might be set. 
Is this feasible? It certainly i:, ; 
all that is required is a Forum lcatlc r-
ship willing to take the initiat i1 c in 
instituting changes for the good of 
the school. A separate commiltl'e 
could be formed. And what a wa> to 
raise school spirit, and unify 1l1c 
student body! 
Let us not fear to change 11.a l 
which can be changed! PrngH·:.s 
stems from dreams, not from 111c 11io· 
ries. 
TO OUR ESTEEMED GRADUATES OF l 9(i .l 
How can one small " hope" possibly add an) thing 
to the tremendous contributions that Cicero, Vi 1 ;;ii, 
Horace and Catullus have already made to your li1 ,·" '? 
Armed with the travels you have made in thought fw 111 
Barbaric Gauls dealt with by Caesar to the distingni,,l1t·,I 
Romans addressed by Cicero, from the timeless love punns 
of Catullus to wholesome philosophy of Horace, and f, ,,m 
Virgil's poignant description of the dreadful dc:,l 111,·1 ion 
of Troy to the founding of a new city for the T 1oj,111s 
by Aeneas you will find no field of endeavour too t.ig 
to plough, no task too difficult to perform, no cha1J, lcr 
too strange to fathom, no problem too baffling lo ~olHi, 
no administrator too complex to understand. 
Besides the above, you have grappled with the com· 
plexities of Latin grammar. If all this doesn't 111Jl..e 
disciplined and respected citizens of you, all else umsl 
fail to do so. 
What a pleasure it has been to watch your rnilllls 
develop from the uncertainty of last September to tl1e 
certainty of to-day! You see that I have been rest1 ktc1l 
to speak from the viewpoint of my own subject, but 1 
am sure that all your teachers have been delighted to see 
the same development in you in their respective sul, jcds. 
One bit of advice-choose one subject and pur:,11t.i iL 
"summis viribus" (with all your might) and thc11 rou 
will never know boredom, which is the worst tragelly 
of all. 
Fortified with a desire to learn and a good cl1urJdt:r 
you will make the most of every day, and consclptrntly 
you will know security your whole life long. 
D. llope 
• 
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Good Luck, Graduates 
PRESIDENT OF FORUM 
BOB CHERNIAK 
App.-1 dart you 
F.S.- " I got a Joke." 




1974-Chewing slide rules 
VICE-PRESIDENT OF FORUM 
JUDY McCULLOUGH 
App.-Be-WITCH-ing 
F.S.-"I gum that' s tht price of 
Popularity." 
Weak.-lhose " tomato rashts" 




























































F s.-" .. . Sony, this lint has bttfl 
d1l(OIW(ltd." 
Wd. - l..,rtnt Oela/1,lt 
PP - Worch 
Amb - To mttl a s11tn1 kft1gllt 
1974-Wrilllll spttthtS for Mayor 
Palncl: 
KATIE BINDER 
App - fruhnt 
f S -" I .,,s,, I had Uktn u11n." 
Wuk - Mllh 
!!.;-::"~~\,'~~t~1~t~1:,s 
1974- 2 plus 2 rqual t 
DIANE CRAIG 
~Pf =·~M'fii:!~ I'd ralhtr do II myself!" 
WtMt. - Sii,lng up all ntghl 
P P -CNptrones 
AMD -Soctil worttr 
1974-"Socllhlr'' 
THE KENCOLL 1964 
EDINA BAUER 
App.-Gypsy 
F.S -"Wtll what's ntW!" 
Wnl:.-Wett·ends and weak ends 
P P.-tlnf1aished )otH 
Amb -Physical educaUoo ttad!tt 
1974-Havint a physical fit 
PAM BORTHWICK 
App.-So;y 
F.S.- " Oh, hl'tt I 901 something to 
ltll )'OU" 
Wnk.-La119hin9 11 Mr. Hyland's Jokes 
P P.-Gelllng up in the momlng 
Amb - T eachtr 
1974-m-m 
BOB CUNNINGHAM 
:~!'=·~~~~.,,. my homewort 
Just onte mort." 
Wtak.-lltlng in<CW1Splcuous 




Aw -81lattnll1 ~rical 
F:S - " OoH ht mr havt snoli;J eye1." 
~~~~,~:~ beads 
A11b.-Bachtlor of Chtmlslr, 
1974-Eloped with Mr. Leonhardt 
SCOTT CUTHBERT 
:pr:::.~:isr.~~:i's Is clean." 
Wulc.-Lollta 
P P -Low-brow Englisll ltKht1'1 
Anb .-To be lht first stream-of. 
_,,.,SClouSAtU •rllt1'1 
1'74-Chost •riling for Otdl and J-. 





F.S.-"Unda, guess whal?" 
Wtalc.- Tall, dart and wurs 9lmh 
P P -8e1ng told sht looks loke her 
sisltr 
Amll.-To m$r Ill ps)'thology 
1974-AnaJrslng Mr. Crttes 
LYN CENTER 
AH.-£u muffs 
F $.-"I dldn'I fflA look at 11 " 
Wul:.-Loolctnt al II 
P.P.-Rouy, Sandy, and Jtlltrt 
Amb.-lnttrpreltr 
1974-lnltrprtllnt her family 
BOB DUNLOP 
A11p.-Ltan, hungry look 
F.S.-"Sorry I can'I make h. I h,,t 
lo go to C011ftuion." 
Wtak.-Gl*lng tirls 
PP-Huns 
Amb -!'opt P1111 
1974-First l'Ollt w,1_ a harem 




EDA EILBACH ER 
:1.~f~tion ~aks loudtr than 
words." 
Wtak.-Th,t "glum" smile 
P.P.-Thost good "old" Vtrgll 
translations 
Amb.-To oo to Windsor T. C. 
1974-0n the Vuge of Kttamlng 
herself Horace 
WAYNE HOLMES 
App,-"Hmm, she's not bad." 
F.S.-"l'vt - t II all figured out." 
Wuk.-Cadil'r"acs, Rolls Roycu, etc. 
P.P.-Hls bicycle 
Amb.-Oentist 









: n~ J!~~tlf;r,tst 
1974-h shf Koshtr •.. she bttttr bt 




~~ Nanny's house." 
Weak.-Modtl cars 
::i;~f~t~~~ue~ Fitch's Automattd 
Dinky Toys 




F .S.-"Hey 01, hurry up." 
Wtak.-Blondt today, bruntttt tomorrow 
P.P.-~'ng Mr. Hyland's assistant 
Utilltlts Commissioner 




F.S.-"Hty, Flttch, wadJ• get for 10?" 
Wtak.-Homt coolc,ng 
P.P.-Extra cadet periods 
Amb.-Ortw of all tradts 
1974-lnstruclor-Vic Tanny's 
LAWRENCE GARDNER 
App.-My group had 42•/. ftwtr 
cavities 
F .S.-"I disagrtt." 
Wtak.-That dtsert air 
P.P.-Sand storms 
Amb.-Ooctor 
1974-Practiclng in Vtgas (but wham 
RODGER JACKSON 
Aop.-Eamtst 
F.S.-"That Abfy's terrific." 
Wtak.-Smiling History tuehers 
P.P.-Frown ing Physics tnchers 
Amb.-To gtt a Job ht digs 
1974-Whkl, sh<lY!I, sir; the blut or 
the grttn? 
BOB KONOPASKY 
App.-Smil ing villan 
F.S.-"My thoughts a.re always pu~ " 




1974-0n the couch 
RON GORSKI 
App.-Rough and rtady 
F.S.-"Nobody knows tht troublt l'vt 
SErn." 
Wuk.-Arabian tribal htads 
P.P.-Nosy parents 




F.S.-"I should b@ good lor an 65." 
Wtak.-Jtwish food and gtntllt womtn 
P.P .--Gtntilt food and J•wish womtn 
Amb.-To makt a pickup 
1974-Picking up his mothtr 
\ 
BARBARA KUBA ~ 
App.-Evil-tyt Fleaglt 
F.S.-"I wish I was back at St. Mary's 
Wtak.-Getting htr O.M. 
P.P.-Physics, Lalin, English, tic. 
Amb.-M. 0. (malt doctor) 
1974-Calling Or. Kuba, Calling Or. 
Kuba 













trouble I' ve 
197+'. futomobole Assoc. 
w.- ood for an SS." 
P. and gtntilt v.omen 





t:-i 1:.c1c , Mar1's' 
O.M. 
p English, etc. 
A loctorl 
11 1uba, Calllng Or. 
VICTOR KUBICKI 
App.-bs1-9olng 
F.5.-"Smllt, and tht world smllH 
with you." 
Wtlllt.-Gl-70 and Jazz 
PP -Peoplt who art lid 
Amb -AllQllitr Smllt1 D;nil 
1974--Tht diagnosis: Maniac depressive 
psychosis 
JOHN LOARING 
App - 1,, ltagut (p0ison) 
F s - "WhJl wbJKl dou YoU teach, 
Mr. Loughttd?" 
riak-l•~~~~"/ a mqutl 
Amb - Olympics 
1974--0n tht wrong side of tht tracks 
LANNY MARENTETTE 
:P/-::,~11 r.:J~c,':f,se? 
Wull ""i!::.:::11 a certain ah Frtnch 
P P - Bum kntts 
Amb - Ph1mal Education ttacher 
1974--ln this comtr ... wtighln11 
90 p0unds 
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LINDA LAZAROVITCH 
App.-Mouse 
F.S.-"l'm not a prefect, I'm perfect." 
Wealc.~iving dtttnllons at noon hour 
P.P.-longus utinus homN,orkus 
Amb.- Eltmtntary school teacher 










App.-You sure you can ~t me a star? 







F.S.-"friday night, lllilll.'' 
Wtak.-friday nights 
P.P.-Saturday mornings 




F.S.-"Cum what happtnfd last 
Saturday night.' 
Wtu.-3' by 2' hodtty ntts 
P.P.-Valachl 
Amb.-fathtr of 12 
1974--Nursing a doztn I/Ille Manias 
GRAHAM MAXWELL 
App.-Confustd 
P.S.-"Whtrt's tht putyl" 
Wulc.-Chtryl 
P.P.-Chtmlstry 
Amb.-To pass frtnch 




F.S.-"AdmissiOII Is 2Sc and a bottle 
ca.p." 
Wtalc.-friday flight with Mr. L. 
P.P.-Stawerlng alltndance figu«s 
Amb.- Ticbt manaoer at Carnegie tlJII 
1974--Peanutsl Pop ~ml Red hut.! 
MIKE MALEYKO 
App.-A good sPOrt 
F.S.-"You gotta htu this one." 
Wtak.-Tall tales 
P.P .-Mun people who score g~,i, 
Amb.-Vtzlna Cup winner 
1974--Athltllc supp0rttr 
TIM McGINNIS 
:~r.:=.\.::r~ 1tr•11 ... 
Wtalc.-Slwttln9 "Pen, down 
P.P.-strlppl119 gears 
Amb.-faittst CM on Outll<ltt •••. 
197~"But offictr--" 




~~f.'=·~tt.!'°!., a cinch." 
Wt~k.-Sln 
P.P.-Currit's win~ 
Amb.-To b• knl9hltd for his 
athlevtmtnts 
1974--Slr Rosls of tht llm 
HERB MILLER 
App.-Tou9h 
F.S.- " Get!" 
Weat.-R,d lrallit lights 
P.P.-loos• ap~ndages 




F.S.-"That's tht one. sir." 
Wcak.-Mr. Leonhardt 
P .P.-Nights of Win• and Roses 
Amb.-Oircctor of A.A. 
1974--Mabtl 
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KLAUS MEIER 
App.-Groasy 
F.S.-"God bless you." rr~-;::~'l~i;9w?t~·c:. t~~~~t'tn 
Amb.- Philosophtr 




F.S.-"But that's not cricktl, sir." 
Wcak.-Britilnnia 
P.P.-~in9 called a "silly-billy" 
Amb.-Tht nut lord Astor 
1974-Prince Charles may h .. e ask•d 
htr, but lord Astor first. 
ED. PEARCE 
App .--Jack Lemon 
F.S.- " Smlle, you' re on Candid Camera." 
Wtak.-Sna.p, crackl• and click . . 
P.P.-Paintings 
Amb.-Photographtr 
1974-"ltt' s call It a day, Bubbles." 
DONNA MILES 
~~f:=,~~~'f. Mr. Loughttd, Klaus doesn' t 
say that." 
Wtak.-On your mar1c. get stt, -
splash! 
P.P.-Formaldehydt and Phylum 
Cordata! 
Amb.-P. E. Instructor 
1974--Tuching swimming at West Point 
DON MORTIMORE 
App.-". I regre~ that l,_havt but on• 
hie to 91vt ... 
F.S.-"What do you think I am, a 
farmer!" 
Weak.-Making hay with tht girls 
P.P.~ity Slidctrs 
Amb.-fforsing around 
1974--"Thal's a funny Joke. Het-Haw!" 
JACK PENNY 
App.-Anxious 





1974-A real coin-man 
NANCY MILES 
App.--Just try it 
F.S.-" lt wa, so hard to say voodbyo 
last night.1' 
w .. k.-A certain red-hoad 
P .P.- Short noon hours 
Amb.-School mistross 








1974--Mrs. Noel E. 
GEOI 
:•/ j rd 
w,akll •d· 
P r . ....l urs 
Amb. !SS 









DAN PHILIPCHUK lllillllla', 
App.-Ptrry Mason -




1974--Stlling black market notebooks 
,· 
KEY: App.-Appmanc:e F.S.-Favourlte Saying Weak.-Wtaklltss P.P.-Ptl Pttvt Amb.-Ambition 1974-1974. 
-







Apji.-"Who uiticind my laughing?" 
f S.-"Haw, Haw!" · 




1974-Having a Twin Pints baby 
MARY RIVARD 
:1:=tr:::r~•• a favourite ~Ing." 
Wull:.-1 lllvt no wullnmu, exapt for m, humility 




~T.=·~,•Yo1,~";'.~~ buy a llllhy picture? 
Wul<.-(onclam In Dtlroit 
P P .- Mr. Crttt' 1 uams 
t:~r; the bar 
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GLORIA PRIEBE 
.lpp.-Wild 
f .S.-"Gum who called mt last night" 
Weak.-Goin9 01Jl Friday, Slturday, 
Sunday 
P.P.--Coming in Friday, Saturday, 
Sunday 
Amb.-To tnd it all 
1974--£1\ded It with a 90ld band 
DIANE RIZZI 
~t=-V;.~· : 1: at no ... 
Wnll:.- The Oa,t at the But of lllt 
Room 
P.P.-T~I Room at the Top 
Amb.-H01Jw«ife 
1974--Teachlng frMch to Tom Jonn 
LANA SHAPIRO 
App.-Smart-Alfdc 
F.S.-"I'•• got • now elt11lwlt Joke." 
Wuk.-8.K .. 8 .R., 8.C., and other 8'1 
P.P.-Sons of 8'1 
Amb.-S,hool ltacher 
1974--Ttaching birds and 8's 
LINDA RENAUD 
App.-"Castor oil, Keh!" 
F.S.-"1 don't trust you, Jot!" 
W•ak.-Yu, Corpus! 
P.P.--C.W.l. 
Amb.--Stocl<s & Bondy's 
1974--Fat broke 
ANNE ROHRBACH 
:~t:=;':l~~ ~;rd~~ yet?" 
wea•.-A mtain wefoht lifltr 
P.P.-PJ!:i'!J,illn the bottle with 
Amb.-Teachtr 
1974--Sllll waiting for Frl~ 
he won't come 
JIM STEINER 
App.-Tlpsy 
F.S.-"Lay off, RonSOft!" 
Weak.--Hod<ty 
P.P.-Sla,ing out after midnight 
Amb.-Engineer 
1974--AII iboard, thoo, choo! 
Page Thi, teen 
GREG REYNOLDS 
:f.::::t.~t~~~t' ... 
Wnk.-Using his slide rule 
P.P.--Girls 
Amb.-Mad SCIMtlsl 
1974-Ace In la tour de France 
BOB RONSON 
App.-"Burp" 
F.S.-"loct who's talking?" 
Wnlt.-foolball, gals, cars, ttc. 
P.P.- 11:30 on Ntw Year's Evt? 
Amb.-Enginter 
1974--How II goes, no one know,! 
JOE VIJUK :rr~~~w: ,~orllla 
Weak.-Shoollng pool 
P.P.--Glrls who won't follow the" cuts 
f;'~~o~~~! r:~~~si:t"~~:o:~~~;~ 
Collostum 
KEY: App.-Appnr- F.S.-f;avourilt Si.>'1119 Wcik.-Wukncu P,P,-Ptl Pttvt Amb.-Ambitlon 1974-1974. 
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LUCIEN WALLAERT 
ADP - Hard 
F.S.-"I lov, Luci,n." 
Wuk.-Eatin9 foh on Friday 
P.P.-Ptoplt who ut mut on Frid•r 
Amb.-Anolhtr Eddit Flshtr 
1974-Hning a halibut limt 
JOHN VAKABOVIC 
ApP.-Punchy 
F.S.-"Gtt thtt lo a nunntry." 
Wtalc.-lawrtntt of Gardner 
P.P.-Crowded halls 
Amb.-Toolh fixtr·upptr 
1974-0ptrating a Jtwish nunntrr 
GEORGE BROOKS 
App.-Otnnls the Mtnatt 
F.S.-"Wanna rid,, hoMy." 
Wnk.-An1thin9 in slclrts 
P.P.-Ma91sltr SptS 
Amb.-To cut a morel 
1974-Stlll cutting it. 
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KEN WALLACE 
App.-Crazy Cu§cJenhtim 
F.S.-"I don' t uadtrsland Miss Hope." 
Wuk.-london school t,achtrs 
P.P.-Profanity 
Amb.-Ministtr 
1974-Ballast tank in TM Submarine 
WALLY ZAWADSKI 
App.-Millionalre 
F.S.-"Did you htar tht ont about 
tht . .. " 
w,ak.-Magisttr 
P.P.-Lmon in Latin ,tiquettt 
Amb.-To forgtt about Dorothy Dittus 
1974-Spnldng pig latin 
MARILYN CLARK 
ApP.-Kiss mt fool 
F.S.-"Yes, Mr. Ltonhardt." 
w,ak.-511,ntt 
P.P.-A noist annoys htr 
Amb.-Proltssional badminton playtr 










F.S.-"My Dad calls m, Gary." 
w,ak.- Mary 
P.P.-Marritd with a little lamb 




F.S.-" No kidding!" 
w,ak.-Bowling 
P.P.-Under )00 gamu 
Amb.-Tnchtr 
1974-Righl up her all,y 
RICK WYSZINSKI 
App.-Vampire 
F .S.- "Man' this swings!" 
w,ak.- Convertiblu 
P.P.- Mikt baby 
Amb.- Physicist 





P.P.-List,ning to Lat n t,acher 
"pilum" on 
Amb.-Souping the w,st Bend "580" 
1'174.-Bad Ntws at lppuwash 
STEVE SZANISZLO 
App.-flshy -F.S.-"Man, did you hear the lat, 
rt-cord?'' 
w,atc.-Peopl, who Sptll his name wl 
two S's 
P.P.-Ptoplt who don't k'1l>W an "S" 
from a hole in tilt ground 
Amb.-Changin9 his namt to Smith 
1974--Jot Blltzpk 


















Wtst Btnd "580" 
Jpptrwi.lh 
lattst 
, iptU I • ,t will, 
>n't know an u51t 
n tht ~round 
tamt to Smith 
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three little cylinders ... " 
BABY HYLAND: 
" llow long until I hatch?" 
BABY DAVIDSON: 
"Would yo1i show me the way 
to the men's washroom?" 
BABY THOMSON: 
"St<>p smiling at Me ... it's sickening'' 
BABY ABEY: 
"I've got two rattles-
a green one and 
a blue one." 
BABY LEONHARDT: 
"It's full of hot air." 
BABY LOUGHEED: 
"I said ... keep it clean!" 
BABY WEARNE: 
"I'm quite an 
informal f eUow" 
BABY FLETCHER: 
"This (hie) beats Pablum (hie) ." 
BABY HENDERSHOT: 
"/ fear a locust plague." 
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• 
:Fbcus ... on your Future 
Before you decide on your vocation, it 
will pay you to read about what a career 
in banking has to offer you-its oppor-
tunities and benefits. Simply drop a line 
to the Staff Department, Bank of Mont-
real, P.O. Box 6002, Montreal, and ask 
for a copy of "Career Opportunities at 
Canada's First Bank." If you prefer, call 
in at your nearest branch for a copy. 
There is no obligation, except to yourself. 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
~444 'lvtJt €""' 
There art> 9 B of M BRANCHES in the WINDSOR AREA 
COMPLIMENTS OF XIB 
" FLAPPERS" OF '647 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
10C(LEARL Y THE CLEVEREST) 
+e: (UN)POPULAR 
ll' "SINGING" GROUP. ALSO FIRST SUCCESSFUL 
f CROSS BETWEEN ENGLISH SHEEP DOG AND . 
WHO KNOWS WHAT? 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
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9A 
3rd Row: J. Zalger, 0. Bear, H. Morrison, A. Klppen, W. Hampton, I. Oanelon, B. Gagnier, 0. Light, W. Kalyn. 
2nd Row: S. Turner, J. Silverstein, B. Peifer, H. Pillers, B. Payne, S. VanZoost, C. Knight, J. Novosad, P. Myca'.<. 
1st Row: S. Howarth, D. Tabak, J. Greenwood, L. Cartlidge, Mr. Groundwater, N. Skaff, R. Gardner, R. Anderson, C. Bradshaw. 
Absent: A. Zawadskl. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 9A IF ... 
Hilda P . .............................................................. forgot how to swim? 
Ruth A ..................................... was given hobhy-pins in English? 
Jean G .................................................... forgot that boys existed? 
Rarhara P . ............... forgot to remind Mr. Donohue of a test? 
~:11;~~ ~ ............. ~.'.~.'.~'.~ .. '.:.°..:.~~~-~.'.'..' .. ~~.~~~'.~ .. ~u ~~~ld,:~t ~~\:la;::~ 
Nellie S ......................................................................... rver mis1,rd sc t0ol? 
Cathy D ................................................. ever !;poke up in English? 
Darlene T ................... kept the same boy-rriend for a week? 
Peter M ....................................................... stopprd talkinp in band? 
David L ..................................... had never heard of monsters'? 
Charlie K . .................................... quit talking to Peter in band? 
Duane B ......................................................................... learned to sing? 
Scott T ............. wore the same sweater 2 days in a row? 
Jack S ........................................... was present for a whole week? 
Ivan D ....................................................... brhaved himself in Latin? 
John Z ......................................................... let his hair grow long? 
Joe N ....................................................... couldn't play his clarinet? 
Willy K. .................................... cut his hair or forgot his comh? 
Herbie M ......................................................... let his voicr go deeper ? 
Allen K . ........................ stayed awake through a whole class? 
Stephen V ............................... Jost his breath for his baritone? 
Wayne H .................................. had never dreamed of 'beavers'? 
Bruce G .......................................................... improved his writing? 
Drrtt P . ....................................................................... ever fit into a drsk? 
Rickey G ......................................................................... got had marks? 









302 OUELLITTE AVENUE 




















''"" Brin D I 
Pn111 
,a1ol11 , 
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9C 
3rd Row: B. Glabb, J. Emerson, D. Smith, W. Hutcheson, G. Lavallee, L. Weatherall, J . Wallman, W. Zanin. 
2nd Row: H. Leal, C. Barbesin, R. Pallle, M. Mayerhofer, M. White, M. Peters, J. Pope, A. Piccinato, M. Piettfe, T. Witty. 
1st Row: M. Turton, N. Maxwell, M. Feldman, D. Gumprich, W. Kelk, T. Wearne, S. Berglund, L. Bookman, L. Biasutti, K. Bubrick, B. Dureno. 
Absent: Anna Rousseau, Art. lltfln. 
90 CLASS NEWS 
Anonymou.s for Protection 
Gary B ........................................ Max, don't you know anything? 
Sue B. ...................................................................................... Beats me, sir! 
Loretta B ........................................ I don't know anything (86%) 
I.olly B ....................................................................................... Oh, Herbie! 
Kathy B .. Mary T ............................................. we goofed again 
Bernie G., Marilyn W., Jerry P ............. Sorry we're late. 
Betty D., Anna R. .......................................... I don't know, sir. 
Mirhelle P., Wendy K. .................................... Iii giggles (L.B.) 
Darlene G .............................................. What's behind that door? 
Dennis P . .......................................................................................... Oh man! 
Dave S., Art L ...................................................... l only got two left 
Jay W ......................................................... my tooth c racked in four 
Nancy M ....................................................... I went to the ballet! 
Pam W ............................................................................... I went too, sir! 
Harry Z ................................................................ I got another haircut 
Maxine F ................... Hey, Lolly, There's Mr. Grrtes! He's 
heauti£ul! 
John E., Hugh L ................................................ Hee, llre, Hre .. . 
Willard H ............................ YNI, Mr. Wearnr, No, Mr. Wrnrnr. 
Grrg L. .......................................................................................... You know! 
Mike P ................................................................... Cancel out the X's 
LC'S W ................................................................... Is there a math class? 
}~~;: r.· ................. ......................................................... ~_. ........................... ............................................ AH!y;°u:X:~~~~~ 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
IVOR CHANDLER & SONS 
LIMITED 
WINDSOR AND OTTAWA 
253-2501 233-3111 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
H. W. GODDARD LTD. 
ROYAL . TYPEWRITERS 
Phone 256-3405 
Exclusive Style and Good Quality 
HELLER'S MEN'S WEAR 
1235 OTTAWA STREET • WINDSOR 
Phone 252-0871 
CHARLIE SZABO, Manager 
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3rd Row: K. Smith, D. Abraham, T. Schmidt, M. Stevenson, B. Farbota, F. Eves, D. Fulton, G. Bell, J . Muir. 
2nd Row: B. Mcllnden, B. Brown, L. Pomm, A. MacKinnon, R. Nawalany, L Gladstone, A. Weiss, E. Buchholzer, C. Chlrkoskl. 
1st Row: J. Cook, P. Moodrey, D. Anderson, M. Hendel, B. Holsey, Mr. Laframboise, J. Bendick, S. Chapman, G. Gignac, C. Renaud, S. Lls~a. 
Absent: G. Rudbal. 
9D CLASS NEWS 
By Anit MacKi11non and Monica Hendel 
Whut would happen in 90 if .... 
Huvitl A . .................................... learned his science experiments? 
Darlene A ................................................................... combed her hair? 
Graham B . ......................................................... wasn't such a flirt? 
Joyce B . ....................................................... ...................... hooked Bob S.? 
llryan B. ............................................................... didn't stare at B.II.? 
Eri<: B. ....................................................................... was quiet in math? 
J111ly C . ..................................................... didn't peroxide her hair? 
Claude C ......... ....................................................... was late for work? 
Frank E . ................................. didn't fall off his stool in math? 
Hoh F . ............................................. lent someone his homework? 
Oave F . ......... drank potassium permanganate on the rocks? 
Gail G . ........................................................................... spoke out in class? 
Leslie G . ............................................................ ..... didn't see Mike G.? 
Monica H . .............................. didn't flirt with ALL the boys? 
Brenda H . ......................................................... forgot to get a tint? 
Suaan L. ........................................................ forgot about Don Z? 
Ann M .................................................... didn't like ALL the boys? 
Bill M . ..................................................... got a brush,cut? (Yikes!) 
Pat M . .................. didn't know about the birds and the bees? 
John M . ............................................................................. lost his comb? 
Hila N . ...................................................................................... ....... was shy? 
Laureen P . ...................... .................................. forgot about J.B.-J.? 
Connie H ............................................. ever said yes to Gary R.? 
Cary H . .................................... got hold of a bottle of peroxide? 
Terry S . ................................................................................................... grew? 
Kenny S ................... didn't bring sneezing powder to school ? 
Marie S ..................... used freckle cream on his cute freckles ? 
Aun \V . ................................................ didn't know all the answers? 
ELAINE ARNOLD 
SCOTCH WOOL SHOP 
IMPORTERS OF YARNS AND MATERIALS 
COATS - SKIRTS - SUITS 
480 PELISSIER STREET 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO, CANADA 
Phone 253-7142 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
IVAN R. SALES 
OOWNTOWN-282 PELISSIER STREET 
AND DORWIN PLAZA 
FREEZER ORDERS AT WHOLESALE PRICES--
CUT AND WRAPPED FREE-
FREE DELIVERY ALL DAY 
STEDMAN MEATS 
1584 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Phone 252-2461 
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3rd Row: T. Hebert, T. Rainey, A. Carter, E. Ouellette, S. Gordner, D. Desrosiers, A. Tralechaud, R. Pearce. 
2nd Row: J. Sk-elton, M. Oslopovich, J. lannicello, R. Veith, P. Leal, J. Garant, A. Holden, L. McGeouch, R. Stockford, G. Coslc, P. Borrelli. 
lsl Row: H. Cornfoot, C. George, H. Szarka, S. Neilson, L. Madura, Mr. Scott, S. Wiley, J. Brown, L. Richards, K. Levitt, K. Anderson. 
9E EPITAPH 
By Jackie Brown 
J udr G . ............................................................................................. boy trouble 
.larkic 0 ......................................................... collcrts boys' shoelaces 
Alan C ....................................................... professor of 9E nitwits 
Boh S . ........... .............................................................................. drummer hoy 
John S ...... ........................................................................... platinum rinse 
l\lik<' 0 . ............................. new addition to thr Tlnee Stooges 
Hon P ............................................................ international playboy 
Tom H ............................... . and his dog Mighty Manfred 
llrlrn Z . ................................. Assumption Fan r luh- hoys only 
11 rnt hrr C. .................................................................. gilrnt hut deadly 
Carol G ........................................................................... fringy pyjamas 
Annc H . ................................... ...... perfect atlendnnce for a wrrk 
John I. ................................. Smilr, you're on Cnndicl Camera! 
A rmnncl T. nn<l Doug. D . ........................... thry don't say much 
H<'gina V . ................................................ .............................. cliff dweller 
Knt l1y L. ................................................... anything in tapered pants 
I .pm H. ............................................................... DA DO HON HON 
~11sn 11 W . .................................................................. she never gives up 
Enrl 0. and Ted It ........................... pass the hunsen burner 
I .Pon a rd 1\1 ........................................................................................ l\fagooey 
l'nrn L. ........................... Sir. my foot's aslc<'p ... ZZZZ7.Z! 
Stuart G ........................................... Gordner's Pharmney? ! ! ? ? ? ? 
• - .~-
COMPLIMENTS OF 
SUTHERLAND DAIRY BAR 
at 
CORNER OF TECUMSEH ON LINCOLN 
Phone 252-1955 
COMPLIMENTS AND BEST WISHES 
FROM 
THE WHITE MOTOR CO. 
1845 WALKER ROAD 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
FRANK'S CUSTOM TAILOR 
(FRANK FUNARO) 
LADIES' AND GENTS' SUITS 
67 UNIVERSITY AVENUE WEST 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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3rd Row: M. Rivalt, B. Dragich, G. Masters, D. Gill. 
2nd Row: R. Faubert, P. O'Showy, J . O' Connell, D. Kenshol, C. Wraight, K. Steeves, P. Monteleone, N. Harper, J. Halbertd. 
1st Row: J. Warnock, D. Szabo, S. Fogel, L. Par~. Mr. Battagello, H. Elmauer, R. Gignac, J. Zurczak. 
Absent: A. Bertola, R. Macari. 
9F CLASS NEWS 
By Rocco Macari and 1/eidi Elmauer 
What would happen to 9F if . . . 
Allan B .......................................................... ever did his homework? 
Bob F ........................................... didn't smile at a certain girl? 
Greg M . ...................................................... wasn't such a dare-devil? 
Kirt S . ........................... quit wearing BLACK playclothes? 
Collin W . ........................ quit chasing mermaids from·Texas? 
Joe Z. ........................................................................ ever lost his comb? 
Norm H . ............................................................ didn't know his math? 
Ron G ................................................................ lost his angel wings? 
Liu P ...................................................................... played hard to gel? 
David S . .................................... wasn't called 'Nicotine Nick'? 
Rocco M .......................................................... wasn't so enthusiastic? 
Jim W .................................. didn't chew his pens or pencils? 
Phil 0 ..................................................................................... wasn't so shy? 
Stan F ................................................................... ever lost his glasses? 
Paul M . ................................................ forgot to take his Metrecal? 
Joe 0 ............................................................................... wasn't so quiet? 
Danny G .......................................................... didn't act so loveaLle? 
Rill D . ...................................................... acted like a decent man? 
Mark H ........................................... ever lost h is grey sweat-shirt? 
Heidi E. .............................................................. wasn't so stuck-up? 
Dave K . .................................................................. wasn't an alcoholic? 
Jim If ............................................................................ wasn't so sharp? 
T.V. RENTAL SERVICE 
LYMAN'S HI-FI CENTRE 
1430 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Phone 256-0741 
Giffels Assoc1 ATEs uM1TEo 
CONSULTING ENGINEER S 
TORONTO WINDSOR SAINIA O O AWA 
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3rd Row: D. Goslin, A. K,nnedy, J. Klempner, R. Grten, B. Smith, G. Thompson, N. Nowitskl, L. Burgess, l. OeShield. 
2nd Row: D. Skinner, G. Uza, D. O'Showy, C. Johns, A. OiOuca, A. OIVito, P. Garant, R. Beckman, L. Hoag, M. McVilly. 
1st Row: S. Patterson, B. Doran, M. Desantis, K. Laforet, Mr. Letourneau, M. Ouellette, B. Wasylyk, L. Marchuk, S. Pills . 
Absent: A. Oozzl. 
9G - WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF . . . 
Huth B . .................................... didn't wake L.M. up for school? 
Larry B. ..................................................................... stopped laughing? 
Lawrence D ...................................................................... failed a test? 
Mary D . .......................................................................... stopped talking? 
Angela D ......................... stopped making eyes at Mr. Pazur? 
Anna D ....................................................... stopped drinking Metreral 
Barb D ............................... came to school without fingernails? 
Angela Du . ............................................. stopped tea$ing her hair? 
Ricky G ....................................................... got kicked out of gym? 
Pam G . ........................................................................ got a permanent? 
Doug G ...................... ................................. forgot to comb his hair? 
ri:~y :: ... ·.·.·.::·.::::·.·::·.·.::·.:::::::::·.·.::::·.·.:::·.:::::·.::·.::::::::·..·.:::·.:·.·.::·.::·.::·.:· ... ~y'~.:t /~!~~:;? 
John K. and Gary T .......................................... stopped singing? 
Maurice M . .................................... didn't tell N.N. to shut up? 
Cathy J . .................................................................. was short and fat? 
Kris L. ................................... ........................................................ ... drowned? 
Linda M . ...... didn't like a certain Latin teacher any more? 
Nick N . .......................................... was the Athlete of the Year? 
l\farlrne 0 .......................................................... hroke up with H.W.? 
Dana 0 .................................................... stopped talking about R.F. 
Dill S . .................................................................................... grew an inch? 
Sheila P . .................................................................. weiglied 200 pounds 
David S. & George U ....... stopped flirting with each other? 
13onnie W ............. told her mother about all her l,oy,friencls? 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
MINNIE'S DRESSMAKING 
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3rd Row: D. Nantals, P. Oryschyn, G. George, T. Pegler, W. Bondy, K. Blair, P. Wright, S. Molnar, U. Maclborka, 0. Hall . 
2nd Row: P. Nykllchuk, G. Keith, B. Hobbs, K. Klmmerly, J. Harris, J. Gee, C. Stewart, D. MIiier, T. Lamantia, B. Beckett. 
lsl Row: C. Moyneur, B. Vince, G. MacFarlln, W. Webb, J. Lindsey, S. Hateley, L. Gregory, M.A. Matyas, R. Ahoromian. 
9H OLASS NEWS 
By Bill Beckett 
Rosy A. ............................................................ Rosy rented a camel 
Bill B .................................................... always bragging about Aline 
Wayne B .............................................. forgot to pick up Sharon B. 
Ken B. and Bruce H . ............ lost their glasses and tripped 
over a cow 
Terry P., Tony L. and Pete N ................... their barber died 
Kathy K . .................................. is going to smash up Bill's car 
Jane H ..................................... stayed after class with Mr. Spinks 
Eugene M. & Barbara V ....... always thinking of each other 
Wendy W ......................................................................... has webbed feet 
l.inda G ................................................................. won a speech contest 
Mary Ann M ..................................... stayed in with Mr. Walter 
Jadtie L. and Collin S ....... were seen after school together 
Grace M. and Jo Anne G ......................... won a beauty contest 
Omyl M . ................................... always thinking about Terry P. 
Keith ·--, ....................................................... got caught in a stampede 
Peter -··-.......................................................... got a date with Clarence 
Sieve and Pete W ............................... ran out of smart answers 
Dave M . ....................................................................... Miss Williams' pet 
Norma T . ......... got caught with a can of Metrecal in class 
Dmnia N. ···-········ ................................................................. class Brown 
Dan --................................................................................ class Romeo 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
AL . BOULIANE SHOES 




OF CANADA LIMITED 
2525 CENTRAL AVENUE 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
P. S. JEFFERY LIMITED 
1250 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
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3rd Row: J. Aubry, K. Jackson, D. Reddin, D. Zin, B. Grundy, D. Mahoney, D. Anderson, M. Madoff, J. Tenenbaum, C. Molloy, R. Kobielski, I. McSkimming. 
2nd Row: S. Gottesman, J. Rubenstein, D. Cholik, M. Konopka, M. Bateman, D. Wilk, L. Taylor, K. Wightman, R. Westlake, P. Ouellette. 
1st Row: B. Trotter, N. Blackbourn, C. Knowler, S. Hackney, M. Shapiro, Mr. Spinks, S. Wicherskl, I. Berglund, I. Fortuna, K. Kllsch. 
Absent: BIii Brown. 
THE TOP 35 RECORDS OF l OA 
Dill B. and John R. ................................................... wild weekends 
John A .............................................. I don't care how big you are 
Susan W. and Mildred S ..................................... little town rlirts 
Dale .................................................................................... Devil i11 disguise 
J\lary K .............................................. true lovf:" never runs smooth 
Krn W . ............................................................... that greasy kid stuff 
Dmis .M. and Dan A ......................... Oh wlu•n the <lrnrnmf:"rs 
David Z .......................................................... three steps to the offil'e 
Karen K. and Iris F ................................................. pride and joy 
Dianr H ................................................................ Venus in hlue jeans 
Ian l\1. ............................................................ smoke gets in your eyes 
Ingrid 8. ................................................................................................ not mr 
David R ............................................................................ tower of strength 
S111.11n11e H . ..................................................................... Blond on Brown 
come marcl,in' in 
S1uart G . ............................................................................................ wild one 
Nancy B. and Rick K. ..................... does your chewing gum 
lose its flavour? 
Diana W . ............................................................... it hurts to be sixteen 
John C. and Roy W ............................... we're just lonely boys 
Phil 0 ......................................................................... let's go st«'ady again 
Charles M . .................................................................................... he's so fine 
frrry T. a11d Mark M . ............................................. out of limils 
Louanne T ..................................................................... Devil or Angel? 
Margaret B. and Beth T ......................... easier said than done 
Connie K. ......................................................................................... candy girl 
Kathy H . ..................................................................... swingin' on a star 
Rrian G .......................................................................................... Oh Donna! 
Krn J ............................................................. sre tire funny little rlown 
Mr. Spinks ........................... Sec the pyramids along the Nile 
When lOA Speaks the Teachers Listen 
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)I'd Row: P. Hendershot, P. Mousseau, B. Dureno, J. Brody, A. Gottesman, L. Hall, J. Bondy, E. Brown, S. Steiner, R. Lazar, J. Borthwick, D. Gam1111ao, 
D. Moore, B. Ruddy, P. White . 
2nd Row: D. West, K. Kahl, R. Young, W. Kafka, C. Wilson, L. Cowan, D. Coleman, B. Chaborek, G. Radigan, B. Montague, D. Puzzuoll, s. Mossrn.11. 
hi Row: S. Johnston, B. Mark, A. Brogan, L. McGinnis, D. Cook, Mr. Allen, M. Soannes, S. Ouellette, J. Foreman, L. Nantals, L. Stanwick. 
IOB CLASS NEWS 
Jim n. ..................................................................... spray-painted pants 
Alan G. ............................................................................................. ''tl1e fink" 
Marilyn S. & Linda N . ...... French pen-pals via 'Chez Nous' 
Sam M. & Dominic P . ...... grape stompers for Manichewitz 
Dave M ............................ hit with an ugly-stick when only two! 
llill M. and Cary R ........................................... lend me a fag, eh? 
l:ii.ula S. ················:···· grounded again for staying out too late 
Eric B. and Unan D ................... onlookers at K.C.I. dances 
Larry II ................................................................ 2 I.C. of a blank file 
Jol111 B ..................................... tooth-pick with the wood removed 
Hilhard L. and Linda C ..................................... wild ones of lOB 
l'aul II ........................................................................ "What, me worry?" 
Colltt11 \V. ...... does she or doesn't she ( wear shoulder 
pads?) 
Barbara C. .......................... ................................................ mascara kid 
Konrad K . ........................................................................... talks to himself 
Ot,bl,y C ......................................................................... dancer (Gayety) 
Sttie S . ..................................................................... walk tall , little man 
Dominic G. ................................................................................... butterball 
Vrttr W . ....................................................................... flunked sand.box 
DtLby Co. & Sandy J ................................................. water babies 
Jmy H. .......................................... dope·pusher for Cosa Nostra 
Ron Y . ........ faithful clothes buyer at Army-Navy stores 
Bruy M. and Susan 0 ...................... I wanna hold your hand 
RraJ H ................................................ put on a ruddy-good show 
Paul M ................. She loves you yea! yea! yea! (Godzilla) 
A rime II ........................................................ passed a test ? when? 
Wan,la K. ·····················-············· .. ················· still trying (lo swim) 
Linda M. and Ju<ly F ........................................... winners of lOB 
EXCHANGE 
This year, it seems, the exchange has not bl'l'll as 
active as in years previous, but the several yearbool-s ll1at 
were received were of exceptional quality, and t111ly 
worth our commendation. 
These include: 
Ambassador, Assumption High School, Windsor. 
-A pretty good book; indicative of a lot of cu1dul 
planning. 
Cl<m Call, Leaside High School, Leaside, Ontario. 
-Colourfully written, and colourfully printed. 
The Scotch Collegian, Scotch College, Melbourne, 
Australia. 
- From down under. 
- lts style is quite different from our annual, 111111·h 
larger sections devoted to student efforts in £11 .. li,,h 
Composit ion. 0 
The Twig, University of Toronto Schools, Torontu, 
Ontario. 
- A candid photographer's delight. 
-A multitude of shots with staff and student L,11ly 
in sometimes grotesque poses. 
-A caption under each shot adds humour tu the 
pictures. 
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3nl Row: N. Dufour, T. Gagnon, R. St. Jacques, J . Breschuk, S. Goldberg, L Boles, D. Harper, B. Brinkman, K. Shwery, B. HIiiary, R. Pearce. 
2nd Row: R. Patrick, C. Roth, 8. Radford, P. Robillard, A. Litchfield, S. Murray, L. GIiiingham, D. Lambert, ~t. Lauzon, T. Dunster, R. Stefani. 
1st Row: M. Prokopchuk, L. Fitzgerald, E. Hall, B. LeBlanc, S. Katzman, Miss J. McNelll, G. Ouellette, C. Craig, J. Mlhoren, K. Roth, B. Oventhi 
OUR GANG - lOC 
Lon B., Shi G., Bob P ............. courageous volunteers hehind 
this article 
Jim B., David H . .............................................................. chain gan~ 
Cp1thia C .................................................... docs she or doesn't she. 
Barry R. .................................. .................. still asking for his claws 
N. Dufour ................................................................................. history brain 
l'Nry D . .......................................... runs a three-minute mile (14) 
L. Fitzgerald .................. a natural French verb ~rono1~ncer 
Terry G., Bill H . ....... ......................................... fat men in a ci rcus 
J. Hall ........................................................................... athletic instructor 
SuMn K . ............................................. Nobel Prize winner in math 
D. Lamhert .................................................................. Sir, I don't know 
H. Lauzon .................................................................. football enthusiast 
Reth L .......................... .......................................................... eager beaver 
Judy M . ............................................... still wearing out boss' knee 
S. Murray ......... favourite song: "Hair Grts In Your Eyes" 
G. Ourllette, A. Litchfield ......... taking voice improvement 
courses 
Brenda 0 ............................... answering less, enjoying it more 
H. Prarce ............................................... foothnll great (water hoy) 
1\lnrf(nret P .................................................... une jolie petite fleure 
H. Hndforcl ......................................................... Latin lover (calypso) 
P. Hohillnnl .................. trcn-ngc flapp!'r of the roaring 70's 
C. Hoth ................................................... future Al(bertina) Capone 
K. Roth-'Wally' .................. future right-hand of futun 
'Al (hertina)' 
Handy S ................ leading an army on Ottawa with Y°' 
know wlx 
K. Schwery ................................................... tall, light and ... wd 




GENERAL INSURANCE ADJUSTERS 
405 PELISSIER STREET, WINDSOR, ONT. 
Phone 256-3153 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ARGENT CAMERA SHOP 
1444 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Phone 252-7862 
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W Row: T. Levitt, J . Higgins, L. Menard, P. Holloway, J. Fulton, L. Martin, R. Muszketa, S. Fosler, M. Urban, R. Fusch!, D. Cuprynilc, e. Willet 
2nd Row: K. Gibbons, D. Upcott, B. Fairs, 0. Turchyn, M. Klinck, M. Holmes, A. Mrajkovic, S. Jasey, D. Levergood, J. Miles. 
lit Row: M. Bradford, S. Shuttleworth, C. Schooley, C. Oventhal, Mr. D. McVey, M. Maznyk, J . Upham, S. Marentette, S. Pataky. 
lOD CLASS NEWS 
•tarilyn B . .................. "Is he coming to the dance tonight?" 
Ro.le II. ---... - ................................................ taking "karati" lessons 
Donna C . ................................ "I can't wait to see my 'honey'." 
Oa•IJ C. - .. - ........................................... "Toronto is just lucky." 
Boo f. --·--.. - , .................................... "Ringo Starr show'd me." 
John F. --................ "I'm not n .. ner .. ner .. vous, M .. 
Mr. Mc .. Vey." 
ftlttardo f. "I just can't see this question Mr. Christie." 
Ktith G. ---.................... "Can I have another question?" 
J.11 H. --........................... "Janel ... Janet! ... Janet!!" 
l\Ulp H. --··-· .. "We had our part of the radio set up!" 
Mai)' Lou II. _ ........ "Of course I wash! David put these 
here." 
1W J. - .. -................. "I'll buy a harem when I'm 21." 
~ K. --................... "Want to see some nice apples?" 
~ L. - "I don't have any money for books sir!" 
T• L - ............... "Hide me! Here comes Mr. Allen." 
.S.. M. -·-......................................... "Sid! You're a slob!" 
11,ry M. - "Mr. Arnott, you've run out of white slips." 
Yt; M. - "'The doctor says I'll grow another five feet." 
a..,n M. - ................ " I can't speak anr louder, sir!" 
IW,t,.y P. - "What do you mean? IL s all muscle!" 
Altundra R. -··· ........................................ "Late? Who's late?" 
S... S. ---····· ............... " J can beat anyone in tennis!" 
91ft T. . ......... "I'll show you how to do it sir!" 
flii'9 U. ·-.... "Aw, so what? She thinks I'm 18." 
,-. U. --................................................ "Johnny, stop!" 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
JACK MclNTYRE 
C. L. U. 
LIFE, PENSION, FIRE AND AUTO 
INSURANCE 




llortltt Mocdonold ond Gow Llmlttd 
OutJ/ettt AH, •t c.lt RJ-,u 
AN OLD ESTABLISHED FIRM-WITH 
FASHIONS FOR THE YOUNG 
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3rd Row: J. WIiiiams, B. Post, L. Gignac, G. Fields, D. O'Brien, M. Schryer, L. Ausman, D. Waterman, P. DeNapoll, J. Verbeem, Z. Marcocchlo, R. Jackson, 
W .Chownyk, B. Zgoralsky. 
2nd Row: D. Ellis, P. Cakebread, D. Beausoleil, N. Ouellette, R. Gilliam, A. Gumprlch, P. Carver, G. Bertini. 
1st Row: S. Baz, M. Chambers, N. Outram, J. Clark, Mrs. G. Mathoney, S. Larsh, N. Gignac, C. WIiiett, R. Dallaire. 
Absent: C. DelCouo. 
AMBITIONS OF THE FABULOUS 
DING DONGS - lOE 
J im W ......................... take over the magic land of Alakazam 
Larry G ............................................ play lef t out for the Clippers 
Doug. E. and Pierre C ....... building kiddy-cars for the 500 
Konrad K . ................................................................................. be a barber 
Carml'n D. and Geral F ..................................... exotic dancers 
Maurice S .................................................................................. teenage idol 
Pat D. and Bob Z .................................................... pass a math tl'st 
Ron J ............................................................................... writer for P layboy 
Ray ale G. and Bill P .......... lose a hundred pounds (each ) 
John C. and Paul C. ........................ managers of a nut house 
Doug W. .. .................................. centre for the Globe-Trotters 
t,:~ I: ~.~.~ ... ~.~.~ .. ?· ... :::::::::::::::::: ... ~~.~.i.'.1.~ ... ~.r. ... :i.t.'.: ... ~~n:ib?,; 
Wally C ............................................................................... deep sea diver 
Rita D. and June C ............. find the secret of life ( the 
opposite sex) 
Cindy W . ............................................................................. find a tall boy 
Norrrn 0. and Nancy O ....... professional wrrstling team 
Dorothy B. .................................... Tune up her hrother's hot,rod 
Susan L. and Marg C. ........................... go steady with Pierre 
Nanry G ......................................................................... pass a history test 
Susan B ................... get enough courage to look in a mirror 
Zack M . ....................................................................... Venetian gondolier 
J .arry A . .......................................... pack his hooks hefore the hell 
Mrs. Mathoney- F.S.: "John! Stop looking at your keys!" 
ROYAL BARBER SHOP 
20 ELLIS STREET EAST 
- TWO BARBERS -
BILL & AL, Proprietors 
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lOF 
W .._: D. Gelinas, H. Bellaire, J. Tremblay, P. Wheeler, 8. Skomash, A. Bolohan, W. Tracey. 
JM.._, J. Lepava, P. Tomkins, R. Woschenskl, P. McIntyre, L. Pearce, J. White, L. Oelorenzl, G. Zimmerman, C. Bastine, B. Flt.zmaurlce, L. Young. 
lM .._, T. Neubecker, L. Manlacco, R. Jessop, C. Lee, M. Kelell, Mr. Hyland, C. Richards, P. Seguin, C. Smith, L. Perldns. 
UM.t: P. ltsclnsky, M. LaPolnte, C. Semark, M. Wypych . 
IN THE FUTURE. FOR IOF 
)fary Lou L ...................... First Canadian woman in ~ace 
C.rol S . ............................................. swimming instructor at Tech. 
Pim S. and Jim S ............................... Olympics 1968, doing?? 
Brian S . .............................................................................. Morgus' assistant 
Unda P .......................................................... still trying to trap a man 
Tnidy N. & Rosemary J . ...... gym instructors at Assumption 
C.mien S. .......................................................................................... real pro 
Pa!!I S . • ,.. ......................................... history teacher at St. Mary's 
Pa& L -.. -............................................................................ genetics expert 
Jolin L and Dan G ..................................... chairmen for A.A. 
P1ul W . ...................... leader of Communist party in Canada 
)lary K. .............................................................................. fashion advisor 
Carol R. & Lorraine M ............................ owners of a Pizzeria 
Mary W. -.-.............................................. instructor at Vic Tanny's 
Lftt D. -·-....................................... washing and drying diapers 
Oalde D .•.• - .................. leader of the Salvation Army Band 
Pdfr M. and Rick W ................... majoring in French at Yale 
lebert 8. - .............................................. bouncer at the Elmwood 
llrrnle F. and Lawrence Y ............................... scientific nitwits 
Harry 8. -···-................................................................ gossip columnist 
f:l. ~·. ~;d ... E;·~~'i··i :···:.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-::.-.-: .. ;;·i,~;; .. f~·;··M;<l .. Ma::~~~ 
Allrtcl B. - .......... employed at Bulmers by Mrs. Mathony 
G~ Z. and Wayne S ..................................... back home-Mars 
M,. Hyland -........................................................... comedian on T.V. 
SPECIAL COURTESY DISCOUNT TO 
KENNEDY STUDENTS WITH FORUM CARD 
H . F . WEEPERS 





NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES AND 
PAPERBACK BOOKS 
to the 
TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS 
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3rd Row: K. Blalley, R. Mazlak. L. McClellan, K. Vidler, J. Whyte, A. Macinnes, J. Hobbs. 
2nd Row: T. Tweney, R. Kwiatkowski, R. Morton, A. Stelling, G. Smith, C. Spiroff, M. Marlinello, M. Mactra, P. Pare, M. Ridley, D. Layuk, B. Lust. 
1st Row: P. Anderson, P. Jones, P. lannlcello, E. Beaudin, Mr. J . Durrant, M. Ostopovich, A. Mcllsler, B. Hohendorf, R. Bersch. 
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN 100 
P. Andrrson and A. l\lcLister ............ con~ervative but fun 
H. Brrsch ............................................................ any relation to John? 
K. Bially .............................................................................. "The Rifleman" 
G. Butler ................................................................................... "Cassanova" 
L. Ecker and G. Smith ........................... conYersation rensorrd 
J. Ilobhs ............ he'll ha Ye snow on his peak in a few years 
B. Hohendorf ...................................................... attrarted to one D.A. 
( not District Attorney) 
P. lannicrllo and E. Beaudin ............ "Man Hunters" and 
thi!! is leap year, yet! 
D. Layuk .................. "Layuk the Nose" (that's how he stt>ers 
in cla!<s) 
H. Kwiatkowski ............ "Homan The Cloud" a good name 
for one up in thr air 
B. Lu~k nml M. Hidl('Y .......................................... protri<t harhrrs 
I\T. Mnrrra and l\l. Lauzo11 ........................ Maria Macrrn and 
l\Jargc Lauzon 
H. l\1aziak and A. Stdling ........................... gymnastic exprrts 
L. Mc-Clrllan and K. Vicllrr ..................... going skiing, hoys? 
C. l\lac-ln11rs and H. Morton ........................ French whizzes!!! 
1\1. l\Jartindlo .................................................................. the Wings lost 
C. Sprioff ............ "Shidas Cri~toH Chief or the 011ondagos" 
T. Twrr11y .................................... should get a pi11 for attendance 
J. Whyte ......................................................... " Football Hero?????" 
1\L Wilson .......................................... runs a close second to Tom 
D. West ........................ waves the Stars and Stripes; another 
gym star 
II. Z. and M. 0 ......................... long names and long winded 
Footnote by Author: This class has done an exceptional 
joh in driving our dear tr achers and principal nuts during 
the past year. The only thing there is to be sorry about 
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)nl Row: R. Reid, G. Goldberg, J. Prelbe, D. Kerr, H. Bradford, H. Katzman, B. House, G. Cheswick, D. Brlstowe. 
2nd Row: R. Moro, M. Carriere, S. Nurse, B. Boron, I. Taylor, S. Carr, D. Nanlais, J. McIntyre, R. Andrewes, B. Preston. 
hl Row: V. Barbesln, N. Zerbln, L. Ramey, R. Ellbacher, H. eradacs, Mr. Gretes, M. Mariut, T. Strosberg, J. Willimott, M. Leach. 
Abunt: Lynne Chadwick. 
CLASS NEWS OF l'l.A 
By Ron Moro 
Jto. Moro ia the president of our class 
A..t Nikki'• 1,y far our craziest lass 
A..t towen of strength are Bill and Howie 
Y~ thrives on Cordie's fame 
A..t with cameras the Jerrys are brains. 
'llalle Linda and Bruce are equally quiet 
Dn111la, Lynn, and Teri have a regular riot 
'1\ouh Marion'a homework is never done 
JIit like Don, she has lots of fun 
Miu and Wally have lots of laughs too 
Ill &lley'ro both plain crazy in Harold's point of view 
Sttwia, Joyce, Suzanne and Reid 
1Mak our whole class is real keen 
W t.hcn there's Hick who's simply "car-mad" 
.. Marila'a car knowledge is quite sad 
,- Wt can't forget Isabel and Barb too 
• like Carol and Betty are "two" 
C. ,-. next are Dianne and Jillian 
l\t are buutiful and fair villains 
1'e ,,... mouaeketeers ride again 
C.-1111 o{ Helen, Rose and Lucienne 
W llwn CIOtllea our home-room teacher 
Ilia II •re like a bad preacher 
Wt • bow that his car is his best like 
WW abort, we call him "Mike." 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
PATERSON-BROWN 
"YOUR HEAL TH CENTRE PHARMACY" 
1378 OUELLETTE AVENUE - Phone 253-1186 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
PAUL SIVADJIAN LTD. 
ORIENTAL RUGS & BROADLOOMS 







GATEWAY PLAZA - DOUGALL AVENUE 
Phone 969-5760 
------
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3rd Row: J . L, onard, H. Staudt, M. OiMalo, J . Fathers, J . Ray, M. Jones, J. While, M. Schwartz, A. Colman, S. Thomas, W. Racine, E. Kamin, t 
Bafough. 
2nd Row: R. Paulin, G. Burnham, R. Hamara, J. Eccleston, , M. Simkins, C. Lindley, J. Pe~ar, T. Lewis, J . Berger, G. Maxwell. 
1st Row: J. Newman, F. Rain, J. Matte, N. Ostrander, Mr. Abey, G. Gorski, C. Thomas, B. Center, B. Shanbon. 
Absent: J . Mcllster, J. Pearce. 
llB CLASS NEWS 
By II elm1tt Staudt 
FUTURE OCCUPATIONS ... 
Coloman Balogh and Jane Newman ...... too husy with kids!! 
Joe Bergr r ........................................................................ head shrinker! 
Cnry Burnham ................. ......................... head writer for "Mad" 
B. Crntcr and Ed Kamin ........................ smMh atoms at home! 
AlhNl Colman and J. White ............ Helen Greybone & Son 
Undrrtakrrs 
J\1ikr Di I\1aio .......................................... Seller of Indian Costumes 
Ja mes Eccelstone ......... cheap assassinator; cheaper for 
lf'achers! 
Jnck FathNs ................................................ prrch pickier for Heinz 
Gloria f.o!1'ki ............... French Poodle cheering for local 
Ho~:~~~d1f: mara ................................................................... I gave up!!! 
l\lurray Jonrs .......................................... Window washer at "Y" 
Jim Leonard .............................. professional tiildly wink player 
Tom Lewis .......................................... doctor o( mental disahilities 
Ca!'!'<')' Lindly ........... ............. playing in "Antony and Cassey" 
Strphcn Liska ................................................ lead in Outer Limits 
Judy Matte ............. ..................................... still looking for work! 
Griffith Maxwell ........................... ceiling testrr- he stands up! 
Ja<'k McLi~ter ............ Carsar 2ncl- 11f' rl'!'embles a Mrainer 
Nanry Ostrandn .................. narrator of lo\·c comic books! 
Rod Paulin and Franc·is Rain ...... whatever it is, it's illf'gal ! 
G. Pearce and John Ray ...... Pcarce & Ray- monkey raisers 
J. Pekar and Connie Thomas ............ Combo - "Flute anl 
Eyebrows!' 
1\1. Schwartz and B. Shanbon ...... hot hermits in th1 
hot dcse~ 
l\fary S. Simki ns ............................................................... Simkins-Sean 
Stan Thomas and Mike Dowhan ............ still checki11g want 




842 DUFFERIN PLACE 
Phone 256-3424 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS CALL 
RAND'S FLOWER SHOP 
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3rd Row: T. MIiis, T. Carey, P. Silcox, H. Morrison, B. Davies, J . Fruchter, J. Schulde, J. Goswick, P. Maxim, T. Taylor. 
2nd Row: A. Veck, J. Gormley, P. McRae, P. Michalik, J. Couse, M. Delco!, J. Pecnik, C. Burchmore, J. Kornafel, F. Oliver. 
1st Row: L. Lefebvre, D. Rotar, C. Bentley, S. Aldrich, Miss Andry, S. Center, N. Braden, A. DeSanlls, L. O'Annunzlo. 
Absent: D. Reid, M. Turkish, R. Garrick. 
CLASS NEWS - llC 
F"ourite Songs of UC .. . 
S..UOne A . ........................................................... "Run Around Sue" 
Connie B. ................................................................................... ''Connie-0'' 
t~~ .. ::~::::·::::::::::::~:::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·."::t2i~~;~ 
Suidy C .............................. "What's Easy for 2 is Hard for l " 
.faiuce C. _ .................................................................................... "Wild One" 
Bill S. -.. -................................................................................ ''Shr Guy" 
s.aron R ............................................. "Pretty Little Ange Eyes" 
Joa f. - ............................................ "Stubborn Kind of Fellow" 
llchud G .................................. "Um, Um, Um, Um, Um, Um" 
~'7" D. - ...................................................................... "I'm the Man" 
Jalt11 G. -....... - ............................................................ "Big Town Boy" 
Win C. --...................................... "He's Sure The Boy I Love" 
W.11 K. --................................................. "My Boyfriend's Back" 
FNd 0. - ............................................................. "Fun, Fun, Fun" 
f• }{. --....................................................... , .......... "Born To Lose" 
fla M. ___ , .......................................................................... "Dreamin' " 
P*t M. - ............................. "You Beat Me To The Punch" 
Kury M. --.................................. "I Wanna Hold Your Hand" 
~ D. ---.............................................................. "Charlie Brown" 
Morn. T. - ........................................................................ "Mama's Boy" 
Pelt. R. - ................................................................................. "Fingertips'' 
la,kra V •.. - .............................................. "Poor Little Rich Girl" 
P• J.1. -.-....................................................................... "Live Wire" 
P. - ............................................................. "Devil or Angel" 
L _ ................................................ "You Talk Too Much" 
V. - ................................................................. Baby Workout 
Joe S . .......................................................................................... "Killer Joe'' 
Dolores R ..................................................................................... "Wispcrin'" 
Lily S ............................................................................... "Gypsie Woman" 
Garry E ...................................................................... "Rip Van Winklt!" 
Margo D ..................................................................................... "Heat \Va\c" 
Terry P .................................................................................. "Leavin' llc1e" 
Paul S ..................................................................................... "Dreamy E) cs" 
Angela D .............................................. "Merry Little Wine-J\1akc1" 
Terry T ................................................................... "Do You Love J\lc?" 
Miss Andry ..................................................................... "Elephant W "lk" 
Compliments of 
T. EARL TAYLOR 
INSURANCE 
FIRE· AUTO· CASUALTY 
704 CANADA TRUST BUILDING 
W. R. BLACKSHAW, Manager 
Business-CL 4-1139 Resldence--YO 9·2868 
STEWART'S FLOWERS 
AND GIFTS 
1399 GRAND MARAIS WEST 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
YORKTOWN SHOPPING CENTRE 
FLOWERS BY TELEGRAPH 
Phone 969-0420 
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3rd Row: R. HIiis, T. Connoy, F. Karg, G. Carruthers, T. Fox, W. Calder, K. Fournier, M. Kelly, 0. Webb, T. Flood, W. Yascheshyn, F. Collis. 
2nd Row: M. Roome, C. Beck, L. Taylor, C. Daichendt, B. Bailey, S. Lavallee, P. Hunter, S. Sliva, K. Waterman, N. Gagnon, L. Marlon, T. Stal1lty. 
1st Row: z. Motolko, G. Nye, A. Fitzmaurice, A. Bradshaw, L. Gagnier, Mr. R. Monger, B. Conrad, E. MacKinnon, P. Shapiro, B. Hennecke. 
Abstnl: B. Lamb. 
HITS FROM YESTERDAY AND TODAY 
AS WE SEE IN UD 
By B. C. - B.J. B. - T. F. 
B:irh H . . Ba rh L . ............................................................ Teacher's Pet 
Crrry C . . Freel K ..................................... Lo\'ers Who Wander 
Ph yllis S ................................................................... Two Can Easily Do 
Tnry Connoy ........................................................................... No, Not Me? 
Nil'ki Gagnon ............................................................ Devil or Angel?? 
Kr ith F . ............................................................................................ Killer Joe 
Sandy Silva ..................... You Talk Too Murh (at p.j. parties) 
Tom Floocl . Hoger II ................................................... Dukes of Earl 
Brtty-Janr B .................................................................... Wild Weekend 
Fm l Collis ....................................................... ................ Big Town Boy 
I ,orraine G . .................................................................. Poetry In Motion 
l\likc lloome .............................................................................. Funny Man 
Ethd M ............................... Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow? 
Tom Fox ................................................................................. Out of Limits 
Ba rh Conrad ..................................................................... Johnnie Angel 
l\Jark Kelly ............... What Makes Little ( R. G.) Girls Cry? 
Gail N and Zonia M . .................. School Is In or "Is It Out?" 
Doug Wehh ............................................................................... He's a Rebel 
Cathy D ........................................................................ Foolish Little Girl 
lk rry C ..................................................................................... Susie Darling 
Pat llunll'r ............................................................ Don't Make Me Over 
Linda Marion ................................................... Since I Fell For You 
Kathy Waterman ............ There's So Much About My Baby 
That I Love 
Tl'd Stanley ................................................. .................................. Surfer Joe 
Lynda L. and Charlene B. ............................................... 500 Mill'S 
Ann B. · Anne F ...................................................................... Shy Girls 
l\lr. Monger- Docs Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavour? 
P. ERNIE OUELLETIE 
REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 
Houses . Farms - Hotels - Businesses 
Mortgages - Bought. Sold and Arranged 
924 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Windsor • Ontario 
Phone 256-3188 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
PARAGON TOOLS LTD. 
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)14 Row: M. Arnold, M. Eves, W. Moyneur, J. Malone, 8. Tait, L. Agla, D. Currie, D. Chandler, J. Ooppelt, R. Elzby, M. Mock, O. Farron, 8 . Federwlck, 1. 
Brogan. 
ZAd Row: K. Slotkford, I. Lopalln, V. Wood, B. Sltarz, C. Lee, P. Whiteside, L. Munro, E. Rapsky, N. Snyder, L. Kelllor, L. Vanc:oughnelt, N. Bolton, S. 
Walsh. 
lit Row: J. McAdams, A. Hlywa, C. Rudge, D. Lobzun, Mr. Davidson, M. Hrynyszyn, M. Pest, M. Marko, L. Zam. 
U1tnl. P. Fishel, 8. Daichendt. 
llE TEN YEARS FROM NOW 
By Bev, Vic and ME 
l.ury A . .................. blowing bubbles for Lawrence Welk 
llurray A ......... .................................... Posing as Mr. K's double 
Nancy I.I ..................................................................................... car wrecker 
Tom n. ......................................................... God's gift to the world 
!lave C ............................... on the critical list at Vic Tanny's 
Dale C ................................................. sparring with Sonny Liston 
Belly Ann D .................................. still shopping at Dominion 
Joe D . ................................... l\loslem missionary to Viet Nam 
Rick E .......................................................... selling used Volkswagens 
~IE .. ............................... Playing crooked pool (bent cue stick ) 
l>a1·e F ......................................................................... filling gas balloons 
Bob r . ............................................. hitting the bottle ( peroxide) 
Pat F ......................................................................... international playgirl 
Anna II . ....................................................................................... ukie dancer 
~lary II ............................................................... Lady Clairol blonde 
l.auralcc K ............................................................. married missionary 
Clrrin: J,. .............................. ,,, ................................................... T-Dird tester 
Dia 111, L . ............................................................................................. still sexy 
lknc L. ......................................................... "but he's onx a babt ! " 
Mary Ann M ...................................................................... " en"-mot 1er 
JuJy M ...................................................................... cheering up Danny 
~fartin Ill ........................................................................................ Irish tenor 
Li111la ~I. ......................................................... driving a Karman Ghia 
'A'1111e M . ........................... " Oh! My lovely curl:; are gone" 
~la~gie P . ...................................................... clothing mauufacturer 
f1rli II H ............................................................................ cutting the ice 
Carol H. ........................................................................... boys' gym coach 
~:~li• ~:···:::::::.·::::::.::::.·::.::::::·:·::.-::::.-:~::.-::·::::·:: .. :~.~ .. :~::. ........ ~.~ .. '.~ .. '.~ .. ~t ... ~.~;~ .. g~~l~;:~)::: 
Bruce T . ........................................................................... driving a "40.9" 
Linda V ................................................................ still flirting with T um 
Susan W ....................................................... a Berry, Berry good "ifc 
Paula \V ................................................................ making "Clark" La,~ 
Lynda 2 .................................................................................. village ston1pcr 
Vicki W . ..................................................................... livin8 in tlic Grallu Mr. Davidson ............................................................... 'Grampa DuL" 
GOOD CLOTHES DESERVE OUR FINE 
"CUSTOM CARE" 
MASTER CLEANERS 
1081 OTTAWA - 253-6335 




1680 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Windsor, Ontario 
Phone 254-1868 
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3rd Row: G. Boggs, P. Smith, G. Amsden, J. Howarth, T. Howarth, C. Elliott, B. Price, F. Torti. 
2nd Row: R. Ingalls, B. Brown. C. Banks, I. Cohen, P. Rhoades, E. Smith, J. Richardson, R. Rewakoskl, G. Purbrick. 
1st Row: L. McClellan, H. Donaldson, L. Lancop, S. Hart, L. Merner, Mr. W. Christie, M. Fruchter, J. Rhodes, C. White, M. Pringle, C. Gould. 





• Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which idenlify only lhe producl of Coca-Cola Ltd. 
Have Your 
DIPLOMAS OR PICTURES FRAMED EXPERTLY 
AT 
STRUTHERS PAINTCRA" 
1598 OTTAWA STREET PHONE 254-4406 
COMPLIMENTS OF .. SIX PROFESSIONAL BARBERS 
Specializing in 
• Personality Hair 
Styling 
• Hair Blow Waving 
• Hair Colouring 
for Men 
• Brush Cut, 
Princeton 
• Or Any Styling of Your Choice 
- NEW ADVANCED METHODS -
MAICH'S BARBER SALON 
248 PELISSIER STREET (Next to Kresge's) 
IT'S ALWAYS OUR PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU 
GEO. E. WHITE & SON 
LIMITED 
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3rd Row: I. Clark, M. Gordner, D. Benning, C. Fellows, K. Mossman, Z. Muroff, J. Fallis, J. Brown, A. Levine, R. Broom, J. Balley, B. Hendershut !> 
Thomas. 
2nd Row: T. Soanes, F. Edgley, D. Wiley, J. Allison, D. Townsend, B. Baldassare, M. Lutsch, S. Solomons, B. Gitlin, J. McCrae, A. Rosen. 
1st Row: 8. Amelia, Y. Muzzin, G. Rubin, L. Silverstein, Mrs. Arel, B. Holt, R. Berglund, D. Pillers, P. Maskery, D. Flackbarth. 
&IISCELLANEOUS 1974 - 12A CLASS NEWS 
Ja11~ A ................................................................................................. ''Gunner" 
Bari, A . ........................................................................ "Call me Bubbles" 
Barh B . ....................................................................................... noodle maker 
Huth ll ................................................................ ra ising little " Hoots" 
Jolt11 Il ................................................. sending Christmas greetings 
lla11itl B .................................. religious advisor for " \V.C.11.B." 
Jim 8 . ............................................................... causing trouble in Latin 
Eliana C . .................................................................. Mrs. Diovcntiamada 
llal'e C . ....................................................................................... washing cars 
Ivan C .................................................................................. candy salesman 
llora f' ............................................................................ teaching Algebra 
Bari, H ................................................................... Florence Nightingale 
Fm1cis E ........................................ writing columns for Lindblad 
Jerry F ............................................................................ singer for Ileath!S 
Charles F .......................................................... marking formula tests 
Bill G .......................................................................................................... fishing 
l.c,liu L. ............................................................... jumping for rebounds 
Gord II .......................................................... taking blame for Brown 
Mikt r,, ................................................ writing French translations 
Bill If .............................................................................................. cl,eerleader 
Alan L. ................................................................................. asking questions 
Ken M . ........................................................................... Engli:,h Professor 
Zack M . .................................... selling toothpicks for Matthews 
Dou W ......................................................................... professivnal student 
Jul111 M ......................................................... Miss Hope's good budd~ 
Alan It ......................................................................... Mr. Wearne's hero 
Pam M ............................................................................ Veni, vidi, discessi 
Mary I, . ........................................................................... blu:.hi11g scarlet 
BEST WISHES TO K.C.I. FROM 
STRUCKElT OPTICAL CO. 
B. MAGDER, OPTOMETRIST 
Phone 253-6763 
320 OUELLETTE AVENUE, WINDSOR 
LAWTON INSURANCE AGENCY 
Established in 1916 
WE WRITE ALL CLASSES OF INSURANCE 
including 
FIRE· AUTO · CASUALTY · THEFT 
1460 OUELLEITE AVENUE 
Mgr.-J. PAUL DUMOULIN 
Bus. Phone 253-4657 Res. 969-7578 
Yvonne l\I. ..................................................................... silent hut d, ·.1111) 
xi:~?r.·····::·::::::::::·:·:·:::.:.:::.::::·:::::::·:::.::·:::::::::::·:·::::·::::::·:::::::::::::···:-;~}
1:i~r~l~~);~::~:i:,·~·~: 
Richart! V ................................................. faste:,l shutter on l\·li~~i,·r 
Dorothy P . ................................................................................... ... ,,had, I,., it 
Cail H ............................................................................ Dear Ahli> r11l1111111 
Steve S~ ......................................................... pouring water 011 d , .. 1,,, 
t~.~la 1". :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t1/ c;~'~:.~·: 
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3rd Row: 0. Thompson, S. Mandel, J. Simkins, 0. Lltchfleld, S. Carey, 0 . Wiley, R. Beaudin, M. Landor, B. Oureno, D. Zawadski, S. Preston. 
2nd Row: W. Jasey, B. Schooley, P. Madill, B. Burchmore, J . Fitzsimmons, M. Zorzlllo, M. OeMonte, A. Dalrymple, J . Brinkman, C. Currie, B. Ursell, 8. 
Eddie, J. Case. 
1st Row: S. Riggs, S. Temchelf, A. Ozad, S. Burnham, Mr. T. D. Walter, J . Bridges, M. Wight, M. GIiiingham, U. Techko, U. Kalyn. 
Absent: C. Coumoundouros, B. Mahoney, R. Dallaire. 
l2B 
IIONF.YMOONF.HS ! 
Mr. \Vnlt.-r: .................................................................... l'nr11on M11111l1l!'~ 
J i111 S. • Mnrl( W . ..................................................................... gc·11i11~!'~! 
l'n11l M. · Jean F ......................................................................... dynamite 
Jim P. · Vivian T . ..................................................................... fascinntin~ 
Steve M. · Marjorie G ............................................................ per·-Iecl. 
Clayton C. - Angela 0 ................................................... ............... wow! 
Derek W. - Marisa Z ................................................................... amorous 
David T. · Verna K . ............................................. dopey (drowsy) 
Brian B. · Arlie D ............................................................. douhle wow! 
Walt J. • Judy B ................................................................................ cuddles 
Bruce D. · Janice B ................................................................... adornhle 
Dennis Z. · Susan T ....................................................... pert 'n prrky 
Brian M. · Su!'an R. ......................................................... the kissahks 
l\tike L. - Christine C .............................................. come on bahy ! 
Marisa D . .................................................................. Big John Smith 
WISE ONF:S 
Rose D. · Shnron B . ..................................................................... innoct'nl 
Ef.~~?:- :: :~~:: :::: -: ; ;:~ : d:i:::~:i!l 
Rol1ert S ................................................................................................. sq11i11ty 
JNry C. · Ben U ................................................................ "Hope" . Cul 
( Writers not responsible for actions oecurring after a hove 
statem!'nl~) 
YOUR COMPLETE HEALTH CENTRE 
OTTAWA PHARMACY LTD. 
PRESCRIPTIONISTS 






39 CHATHAM STREET EAST 
Phone 256-2383 
¥ 
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W Row: D. AlexaJ1der, L. Quinn, H. Welker, J. Kidd, O. Wolf, W. Lock, J. Love, J. Thomson, R. Brady, 0. Andrewes, J. Kent, J. Smith, J . PoHlocl, R 
Ronholm, T. Grayson. 
2nd Row: R. Zanin, B. Polls, A. Boiwlca, E. Daws, 0. Dell, C. Laforet, M. Wilson, L. Trelford, W. Tasarz, A. Thomas, B. Hyatt, P. Carley, P. Wyzui,l,. 
111 Row: V. Lenardon, F. O'Annunzio, I. Kubicki, G. Garson, 0. Lewis, Mr. R. Lougheed, D. Grundy, M. Holmes, E. Smith, J . Pare. 
Abitnl: L. Bondy, L. Pope. 
120 CLASS NEWS 
Appearances of 12C .. . 
l.orraine Pope ........................................... sweet and sophisticated 
lla1e Andrcwcs .................. monster from the cheese factory 
Francis D'Annunzio .................... ......................... the pizza maker 
Walter Lock ..................................................... tl1e hopping Hillbilly 
Joni Pare and Margie Wilson .................. Devils in disguise 
&I, Pott~ ...... an angry, young man; tall, dark and taken 
Anna Boiwka, Andrea Thomas, Marsha Holmes 
sweel'n shy 
Phil Carley and Ron Brady ex-convicts 
bdyn Dawes and Evelyn Smith ....................................... bunnies 
J1tl Ki,ld and Ozzie Wolf .............................. two wild animals 
lrrnc K11Licki ................................................... the bewitching widow 
Jvhn Thomson and Dave Alexander ...... looks arc decei.vin3 llu1111a Grundy ................................. what else except bcaullful. 
Jay l.01•c, Larry Quinn, Ron Ronholm ...... Three Stooges 
Dai»y Dell, Carolyn Laforet and Lenore B011dy-
Pixies three 
Jim Pollock ................................................... well dressed wet cookie 
llurrcn Lewis ...................................................................... the quiet angel 
llu11 Zanin ....................................... a real tiger, with gentle knees 
(,luria Cur$Oll ......................................................... the innoceut kitten 
~1~::.,~CT~~ ;·; ···.·.·.-.-.·.·.·.··.·.·.···.·.·.-.-.· . .-.·.-.. ·.-.·.·.-.::·.·.-.··.-.-.·.·.·.·.-.·.:·.·.·.·.·.-.. ·.:·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.··.:·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.:-..... ·.·.·.- ~1~~~l;: 
Ju/111 Smitli ......................................................... unique and whipped 
JjnJa Trclford .................................................................................... Giggles 
Bill Hyatt and Helmut Welker ..................... silent Lut dea,11 ) 
Vienna Lenardon .................................................................. l\lata I t ,11 i 










250 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Phone 254-2535 
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3rd Row: R. Odette, G. Williams, N. Chyz, B. Lee, D. Tofflemire. 
2nd Row: R. Zurowski, G. Fathers, J . Blally, D. Wallace, C. Semark, S. Marshall, R. Holland, K. Smith, B. Crowe. 
1st Row: A. Barrow, P. Vidler, E. Breckner, C. Kobielski, L. Stech, D. Rudkin, A. Hartley, K. Gach, B. Mitchell, G. Sovran. 
Absent: M. Oowhan, S. Austrln. 
CLASS NEWS l2D 
By Deslys, Cheryl, Bill and Roger "SAM & AL'S" 
S. Austrin .......................................... mumble, 1numblc, mumble 
A. narrow .............................................................................. Gene Audrey 
J. Bi ally ................................... ............ "Hey, coach, let me play?" 
E. Rm·kner ........................... .............. still saving for the hood 
N. Chyz .................................................................. "Yes Mrs. Mathoney" 
n. Crowe ................................................................................................ Charlie! 
G. Fathers ................................................................................ Cary Fellows 
K. Garh ....................................................................................... Wellll .... . 
A. Jlartlry ........................... " Local ~irl mahs good"- moclel 
It I loll and ................................. Where s H.ita? Oh! it's Friday! 
C. Kohidski ......................................................... Vidler's mouthpiece 
B. I ,rr ............................................................................................ Our i:hy gur, 
S. l\1arshall ....................................................................... "Pub crawler ' 
B. i\litchrll ..................................................... "What's up, DOC?" 
H. Odrttr ................................................... Pelre }5land game keeper 
C. Semark ...................................................... Grnr Audrey's sidekick 
SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR TEEN MEN 
BROTHERHOOD'S 
€ampus )tall 
1535 OTTAWA STREET 
WALTER D. KELLY 
FUNERAL HOME 
LIMITED 
C. Sovran ................................................................................................................. . 
L. Strch .............................................. still going with Mr! Swartz 
)) . Tofflrmi re ......................................................... Shake it up, haby ! 
P. Vicllrr ................................................................. "The moulhpiere" 
D. Wallace ............................................ Last of thr Pelee Islanders 
H. Zurow~ki ........................... .' ................................ Oh! Mr. Leonhardt 
K. Smith ................................................ l don't know, Mr. Rudkin 
B. Neal ............................................................................... the quirt man 
~l r. Hudkin ............... Sir! are those iciclrs hanging from 
your lenses? 
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3rd Row: N. Sneath, t<. Storey, R. Font, R. Forster, L. Silverstein, P. Monger, A. Vince, D. Chadwick, T. Horoky. 
2nd Row: D. Zerbin, W. Machnik, J. Popa, V. Wells, S. Krawec, J. Cox, D. Gibson, G. Nykllchuk, W. Medwid. 
1st Row: M. Williams, P. Young, J. MacRae, Mr. R. Legnhardl, L. Chiandussi, D. E"lestone, C. Pill~l<y. 
FUTURE PLANS OF 12E 
/rorn thet,Jens of Shy and Mutt 
• •4 ) ,, • " ,, lh·nnr~ I rclly Boy hadw1ck .......................................... I do. 
lli,111• "llcph" 1':cclc!>IOttc ................................... Ilill dear, could ? 
llu11ul1l Z. Fout ......................................... disaster to l.cami11gton 
11-y "Tuffy" For~tcr .................................... leader of the Nomads 
ll11r "Slay" Cil,1.011 ......................................................... ju~l one girl 
Trrry "Bat! Boy" lloroky ........................ let's blow this joint! 
Stc\c "l.iglil Fingers" K rawt-'C ..... professional pick·pocket 
\\'r11u·r "Sau~agc" l\ladmik ............ profe!>s.ional goal tender 
h11l' " l1111on:nt" Mac rae ........................ nursi11g chimpanzees 
\\'ah "Big ~lo111h" l\ledwid .................................... trouble maker 
Paul "Dimple~" Monger ......................................................... a beatle 
~rilli "Srntty" Storey ............................................. another hcatle 
Ccurw· "1,0\ er" Nykilchuk .................. to own Howard House 
('arvl ··Quiet" Pataky .......................................... liislory teacher 
(. "S " t> . l h' . ,rrrr • e~y opa .................................... marrtC( 10 IS Sister 
l.rn 'S.-l111ouky" Silverstein .................................... Ph.d. degree? 
~i,l "Tl·1hly Roy" Sneath .................. still copying homework 
Vi.ror ''Hunt" Wells ...... to squeeze into his own Triumph 
Mary "Ll·i;~" Williams .............................. tutoring an Arquette 
A111ly "Mull" Vince ..................... teaching- just one student 
llrouio "))ink" Zcrbin ........................ birth coutrol specialist 
Pr1111y "Srnilcs" Young .................. still handling book reports 
llill "\Vt·l' Willy" Wod1c11ski .................. getting out of great 
Jul1n "'l'wiu~b" Co11. ............................ profcs~ional IJootlegge r 
l.udf1111c " Hell Slip" Chian<lussi ........................... raising little 
psychologists 
~lr. Lt.'011lr11rdt .................................... to invent an odourless pipe 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
AUTOMATIC CANTEEN OF 
CANADA LTD. 
3500 SEMINOLE STREET 
Phone 945·1167 




YOUR REXALL STORE 
TECUMSEH RD. at GLADSTONE - Windsor, Ont. 
Phone 252·4170 - 256-3436 
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3rd Row: W. Holmes, S. Schwartz, G. Reynolds, B. Dunlop, M. Maleyko. 
2nd Row: W. Zawadskl, T. McGlnnis, J. Madoff, L. Gardner, E. Pearce, R. Parchoma, B. McCulloch, J. Beausoleil. 
1st Row: J. McMartln, D. Manias, V. Carter, M. Biddle, B. Kuba, Miss Pullen, L. Lazarovitch, M. Rivard, D. Philipchuk, J. Kubicki. 
Absent: B. Chernlak. 
18A CLASS NEWS 
By W alfy Zawadski 
-with certain modi/ ications 
J. Dcausoleil .............................. playing chicken with his coupe 
l\f. Diclclle ...................................................................................... Mrs. Atlas 
V. Cartn ......................................... somewhere over the Rainbow 
B. Cherniak .................................................. pens, puns, and pools 
R. Dunlop ..................................................................... J\,fos Pullen's Pet 
L. Garclnrr ............................................. "LDG arts like he's LBJ" 
W. Holmes ............................................................ Hohm's Law-V= IR 
B. Kuhn ........................................................ going psychic in physics 
V. Kubicki ............................................................ a ,·irgin with horns 
L. Lazaravitch .................. uses Trig lo take the worry out of 
being Cos. 
J. MadoH ........................ Jeff made off when Allan Kame in 
1\1. l\laleyko ............... not quite as shapely as another M.M. 
D. Manias .................................................................................... Viva Kuba 
B. McCullogh ............................................. wine, wine, and bromo 
T. McGinnis ................................................ can't heat Gretes NOW 
F. l\Icl\larlin ..................................................... Mcl\1artin's martinees 
It P archoma ....................... docs Richard park-at-home-ma? 
E. Pearce ............................................... who pearced Pullo's !'hielcl 
D. Philipchuk ............ Hey, Chuck, this Dan Physics makes 
you Phlip 
G. Reynolds .................................... Oh yes, I !'ee, Sir, of course 
M. Rivard ............................................................. a tigress in disguise 
S. Schwartz ............ H2 Schwartz 0.1 (Srhwartz 0.,-radical 
W. Zawadski ................................................... has no Hope in Latin 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ACE CARPET & FLOOR 
SERVICE LAYING 
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3rd Row: J. Yakobovlc, S. Szanlszlo, D. Mortimore, J. Steiner, R. Wysznskl, J. Penney, J. Poliszczulc, S. Cuthbert, T. Payne. 
2nd Row: V. Ternowesky, F. Hldl, R. Brown, B. Ronson, L. Fitch, R. Gorski, K. Meier, G. Popovich, B. Cunningham, R. Konopasky. 
hl Row: J. Loarlng, R. Jackson, M. Clark, J. Bablulc, Mr. H. Hendershot, K. Binder, L. Marentelle, B. Korosy, L. Wallaert. 
1SB CLASS NEWS 
By Richard Bryce Dale 
Jeannclle Babiuk and Marilyn Clarke ............ going in 
circles in Geometry 
Katie Binder and Bob Cunningham ............ "I should have 
more marks ... " 
Roger Jackson and Tom Payne ...... "But I thought that .. . 
. uh ... well ... " 
Klaus Meier ...... "You're cheating again, you lying thief!" 
Ted Smith and Steve Szaniszlo ............ "l forgot to do it, 
Mr. Hendershot." 
John Yakobovic and George Popovich ...... " Ha! Ha! ... 
chuckle ... smirk!" 
Vic Ternowesky ....................... "Yeah, Gretes bothers me too." 
Jack Penney .................. takes it easy at the back of the room. 
lion Mortimore ............... country bumpkin in the big town. 
Lucien Wallert ...... gets a big laugh from Mr. Gretes' class. 
Dill Korosy ............................................................... puzzled in parabolae 
Lanny Marentette ............ the smiling, uninformed class 
president 
Jack Polisczuk. ..... "No, Mr. Leonhardt, we did this last year. 
John Louring ............................................................ the silent wonder 
Hon Sitarz ........................ leading a dangerous life in English 
Scott Cuthbert ................................................... psychiatrist and fool 
llo~ Konopasky ...................................................... likes lo play tricks 
Len Fitch ............ "But Hick ... this is the fincsl matc1 i,il. '' 
Jim Steiner ........................ trying to stump the record ei..p,·1 l s 
Hon Gorski ............................................. likes to tell us /ii, troul,ln, 
Bob Honson ...... most uncooperative in English, Physic:,, ,·k. 
Hick Wysznski ................................. lives his life away in a 1·.tr 
Hon Wilson ......... author of "School Vacations Extendnl " 
Frank Hidi ...................... ....................... "l\lr. Hyland bothers 111,·! 
Mr. Hendershot ...... "Goodness me! You must know )Olli 
formulae!" 




60-70 PITT STREET EAST 
WINDSOR 
Phone 254-2581 
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3rd Row: S. Joflt, E Pllltrs, P Mongtr, A. Karrln 
2nd Row: J. Vlju~. H Mlllt r, 0. Craig, E. Eilba.chtr, R Horvath, J. McCulloJgh, N. Milts, K. Wallact, 0. Buch, r. Llpischak. 
hl Row: G. Prftbt. A Rohrbach, E Bau,r, L. Ctnltr, Miss 0. Hope, 0. Llnmllc, L. Marquis, L. Rtnaud, L. Harris. 
Abstnl: o. MIits, P. Borthwick. 
CLASS NEWS - 1SC 
1\-C-Cool's NOTES on FAMOUS QUOTES 
I 41inn n. .... ... ............ ... .. ........... "Go Wrst Young Man" 
\1 r. Ahhry to Lucillr M ................................................. "Hapunzrl, 
Hapu111.rl, lrt down your hair" 
l.y11 C. lo l\tr. Lou~hrrd .... " I don't know, Sir, a Cool can 
:i~k morr qut"'lions than a,, i!'c man can an<>wrr." 
1.indn H. to l\lii.s Hopr ...... " My hackgro1111d may not be 
good l,111, it's what's up front that counts." 
<:loria P. ...... ...... ............. . ............................. "~1-20 or fight" 
\;:mcr M. .. "I'm going to Bob-lo to-night if Hed !'ails 
in 1hr !!Unset." 
Hn"e H. to Joo V ............. "Good things come in !lmall 
packages." 
~ Inn J. lo Doug B. ......... "Ent, drink, for tomorrow we die." 
llianne C ............ "l\lothrr, please, I'd rather do it myself." 
I lrrh l\1. .... . ....... "Spl'"t\k softly hut carry a hif!; barbell." 
\T r. Ahry to Allan K. ...... " l might look old, hut don't date 
ml' loo for hack." 
\rm It to Joe V . .................. "Barking dog" never bite." 
I .,la F,. . ......... " Thr meek i,hall inherit the rarth" 
llonna 1\1. . ......... . .... "Santa Klaus is coming." 
l'r lrr .l\t. .. .. .. "O gh·e me a home where 1he party-11:i rls 
roam" 
\Ii"!' llopf' to Ken W .. .. "Thou art loo h,11 of the milk of 
human kindness." 
Mr. Lougherd to Lihhy H ....... "But girls :should make 
passrs at men who wear glass~." 
Frank L. "Sing a son~ of six penrr, a pockrt full of rye." 1 
Eric P. (~loomily) ..... 'While thrre's life there's HOPE." 
Pam D. to Oxnnn S ............. "Why 11tudy? One good term 
deserves another." 
Jud)' M .. _ .. "Patirnce i,; a , irtur.--nt least I've got one." 
VALIANT MACHINE 
& TOOL CO. LTD. 
938 WALKER ROAD 
WINP$0R, ONT. 
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2nd Row: D. Kennedy, M. Pancheson. G. Lewis, W. Whitfield, W. Staudt. 
1st Row: C. Kadar, G. Maxwell, L. Shapiro, A. Ouellette, Mr. H. Girling, D. Rizzi, Erimer, 8. Greenway, G. Arquette. 
Absent: G. Brooks, J. Muma, D. Harper, F. Ouellette. 
1SD CLASS NEWS 
G. Arquette .................. walks someone to the gym every noon 
G. Brooks ........................ has a rapid pulse around that nurse 
E. Drirncr ................... ........... subs as class president all the time 
B. Greenway ···············-········· ········· punching a t ime clock??? 
I>. lfarpcr ....................... ............................... a good class president?? 
C. Kadar ............... "I just take these books home for show!" 
I). Kennedy .......................................................... the smiling prefect 
G. Lewis ............................................. wants to be a psycho-analyst 
G. Maxwell ...... speeds his Volkswagen along Howard Ave. 
J. l\luma ...... walks that Commerce Miss to and from school 
t'. Ouellette ............................................................ some Frenchman! ! ! 
A. Ouellette ...................................................... sings the first "Noel" 
M. Pancheson ............ swim instructor at the Y. "W." C. A. 
D. Hiiii ......... "It's not a wedding ring, Mr. Leonhardt!" 
L. ShapirQ .................. Look out Uncle Sam, here she comes!! 
W. Staudt ........................ ........... selling his recipe for sauerkraut 
W. Whi1ricld ......................... .............................................. _ .. mystery man 
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THERE ARE ALWAYS WELL-PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUNG WOMEN 
OF 
PRIVATE SECRETARIAL CALIBRE AND YOUNG MEN OF EXECUTIVE CALIBRE. 
THE WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE HAS COURSES TAILORED 
TO GIVE THE EXTRA SPECIAL TRAINING TO SECRETARIES AND 
JUNIOR EXECUTIVES THAT PLACE THEM IN A CATEGORY 
ABOVE THE ORDINARY STENOGRAPHER AND/OR BOOKKEEPER. 




BEFORE MAKING A FINAL DECISION ON YOUR CAREl:R LET 
US PROVIDE YOU WITH COMPLETE INFORMATION CONCERN-
ING THIS ADVANCED BUSINESS EDUCATION. PLEASE PHONE, 
WRITE OR VISIT OUR COLLEGE TO OBTAIN A COPY OF OUR 
CATALOGUE OF COURSES. 
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU 
WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE 
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)al'k Penney: "Can you see all 
right, Daisy?" 
Oaisy Dell: "Yes." 
Jai;k: ".Is there a draft?" 
Daisy: "No." 
)al'k: "Does the man behind you 
liave his feet on your chair?" 
Haby: "No." 
)al'k: "l\tind trading places?" 
Joe Vijuk: "You sure think you're 
i;ood-looking, don't you?" 
Judy M cC111lough : "No, but what's 
my oJiinion against that of thou-
sands of boys." 
"Do you think I should put a little 
more fire into my essays," asked 
Si;ott Cuthbert. 
.. No," said l\lr. Lougheed, "Vice-
1cr:,a." 
"You\•c read my last story, haven't 
)Ou," Scott pressed 011. 




lla\'c Andrewes: "Do you neck?" 
S411cli 'ccnter: "That's my busi-
nc:,s.,, 
lla1c: "Oh, a professional!" 
~lr. Crcll's was taking Ids first ride 
in au airpla11e: "OK" if I 
,mokc" he asked the stewardess. 
1, 
I:. 
l\1r. Davidson: ~:le Robbie 
is 5 now, and he's been walking 
since he was 6 months old." 
~fr. Fletcher: "Sure must be 
tired!" 
After a Physics exam: 
Hick Wyszynski: " Hey Klaus, what 
did you get for number 8?" 
Klaus Meier: "A headache." 
Janie Allison: "Where did Noah 
keep his bees?" 
Bol, Potts: "In the archives." 
Lorraine Pope: "How do you stop 
fish from smelling?" 
--·---··1' •' 
Miss Hope: " McMartin, whose : 
work is this? It's too well done I 
to be your own." ! 
Jim: "Lipischak gave it to me." i 
Miss Hope: "Well, at least you're · 11 
being quite Frank about it." 
Sid Jasey: "What kind of workers 
arc best for hotels?" 
Walt: ''The inn-experienced." 
Teri: "I'm not going out with John 
any more - he doesn't know 
where to stop." 
Gloria: "Oh, I don't know about 
that - he found us a dandy 
place." 
Tom Grayson: "Cut off their Allan Kamin: "What animals fall 
noses." ~~ from clouds?" 
~~,
1 
• Miss Hope: "The rain, dear." 




Mr. Leonhardt: "Did you scold 
Dennis for mimicking me in 
class?" 
l\1rs. Zerbin: "Yes, I told him to 
!>lop acting like a fool." 
Hyland, Leonhardt, Gretes & C~. 
have a new answer for those 
a:;king what they mean by the 
phrase: "for all practical pur-
poses." 
"Suppose all the young men m a 
class were to line up on one side 
of the room, and all the young 
ladies on the other. At a given 
signal, the two lines move to· 
ward each other, halving the 
distance between them. At a 
second signal, they move for-
wa rJ again, halving the remain-
ing distance; an<l so on, at each 
T\liss Williams, a sweet young lass, , ~ 
Waded into the water up to her · ~ 
ankles. ~, . 
It doc::.n'l rhyme now, I{ 
But wail until the tide rolls in. ~~ : 
.41.' et 
"~·· t~~ 
Little Billy Smith was out for the ~-
K.C.l. football squad last Sep- ~j 
tember, hut on the fifth day of • 
practice he was seen handiug iu 
his gear. 
"Giving up so soon?" he was 
asked, "A little loo big for you, 
huh?" 
"No, it wasn't that," Bill replied. \ 
" I \\US doing real well-not cn:11 
a brni:,e until yesterday, \\hen 
I wa:; tackled by Walt Jascy and 
Joe Vijuk at the same time." 
I ·~ 
11 d' . 1 "Only if you don't annoy the lady " succec 111g s1gna . 
passengers," came the reply. ~ 'i/ "Theoretically, the boys would 
"And a little thing like that made 
you quit?" 
"Cuc,s 1 won't smoke," said Mike, 
a, he pul away his cigars, " I 'd 
ratlt"r annoy the lady passen-
" gc1,. 
ne\'er reach the girls- but, ac· 
tually, after a relatively small 
1111111bcr of move:;, they would be 
clo:,e enough-
~ - for all practical imrposes." 
"Well, no, but when I tried to get 
up, Ja,,cy grabbed my right leg, 
Joe grabbed my left, and I look· 
ed up ancl heard 'Got a wi»l,, 
Walt''!" 






PRODUCTION GRAY IRON CASTINGS 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
ESTABLISHED 1910 
Young men attend ing the Canadian Services 
Colleges and Canadian universities under the 
tri-servicc Regular Officer Training Plan (ROTP) 
train for challenging and rewarding careers as 
olnccrs in Canada's Armed r:orccs. ll igh school 
graduates of Senior Matriculation o r Junior 
Matr iculation standing qua lify for ent rance 
on a competitive basis. T hese young men arc 
selected and will advance on one basis alo ne-
O N TI IEIR M ERIT. 
For i11for111atio11 rrgardi11,r tuition, board, 
lodging, 1111ifor111s, hooks, instru111ents, 
medical and dental care, and salary, con-
sult the Na1•y, Ar111y or Air Forre 
Recruiting Office i11 your area, or write 
to tl,e Director ROTP, Department of 
National Defence, 0 11awa 4, Ontario. 
BECOME A BEAUTIFUL BEAUTICIAN 
with that exclusive 
LINDA BROOKS LOOK 
No other field offers you so much. A high income 
right from the start. Your choice of wonderful positions 
as a respected, well-rewarded beautician. And an ex· 
citing new social l ife as well. 
But you need the training that no ordinary beauty 
culture school can offer you. You need the vital 'extra' 
of Linda Brooks Charm and Beauty Training as well 
as the standard beautician's training. 
Ours is the only school in this area selected to offer 
t he famous Linda Brooks Charm Training in con· 
junction with our complete beauty cult ure course. 
For social success as well as business security-
call, write, or visit-
WinJJor J3eautg 
Culture Scliool 
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HON. W. C. KENNEDY COLLEGIATE 
CADET CORPS No. 1670 
MAJ. G. ARNOTT 
Cadet Services of Canada 
" 
LT./COL. JERRY BEAUSOLEIL 
Commanding Officer 
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CADET N.C.O.'s 
·--- = 
3rd Row: R. Zurowski, D. Zerbin, W. Medwld, G. Nykilchuk, P. Cakebread, J. Williams, R. Westlake, L. Gignac, R. Broom, J. Borthwick, C. Stewar~ 
A. Gumprich. 
2nd Row: D. Ellis, D. O'Brien, B. Gagner, S. VanZoost, L. ~tall, D. Moore, E. Brown, R. Pearce, D. Waterman, S. Krawec, T. Pegler, W. Hampton. 
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BAND 
3rd Row: G. Pearce, R. WIison, J. Silversleln, B. Brown, V. Wells, B. Brown, P. Ouellette, D. Chandler, P. SIicox, S. Mossman, R. Jackson, G. Maxv.cll 
2nd flow: W. Chown~k, M. Schryer, G. Danlon, W. Hutcheson, I. Cohen, C. Bastien, B. Durent, T. Fox, B. Hendershot, B. Grundy, B. Mahoney, W. K~l, n, 
R. Blair, H. Zanin, S. Gottesman. 
1st Row: R. Pearce, B. Slockford, P. Monger, W. Bondy, Sgt./Maj. D. Anderson, Z. Muroff, Drum Sgt./Maj. D. Mahoney, S. Turner, K. Stockford, ~-
Thomas, D. Zin, D. Patlle, D. Benning, L. Silverstein, G. Horton. 
Absent: Bill Beckett, Sgt./ Maj. E. Pillers. 
RIFLE TEAM 
3rd Row: K. Stockford, J. Ecclestone, T. Pegler, B. Davies, D. Upcott, E. Smith, C. Balogh, T. Lewis, M. Schwartz, D. Mahoney, J. Schulde, H. Welk. , 
2nd Row: W. Staudt, M. Roome, C. Banks, M. Jones, J. Richardson, P. Silcox, R. Ingalls, G. Carruthers, R. Font, L. Fitch, J. Mcllster. 
1st Row: L. Delorenzi, M. DeMaio, E. Pearce, D. Farron, J. Steiner, R. Wyszinski, R. Wilson, R. Zurowski, H. Staudt, B. Korosy. 
Page Fifty-Four 
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THE KENCOLL 1964 
ESSEX COUNTY JUNIOR RIFLE CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, R. WIison, M. Jones, Mr. D. Hyland (coach). 
1st Row: L. Fitch, R. Zurowski, J. Steiner, R. Wyszlnskl, E. Pearce. 
MOYER CUP TEAM 
3td Row: Capl. G. G. Allen, Cadet Sgl. 8111 Oarovny, Cadet Cpl. 8. Patrick, Cadet S./Mai. T. Phillips, Cadet Ll. G. Lewis, Cadet Lt. B. Greenway. 
2nd Row: D. Johns, Cadet Cpl. J. Yacobovic, Cadet Lt. T. Carey, Mark Madoff, Cadet Maj. T. Payne <Team Captain). 
hl Row: Cadet Cpl. R. Wilson, Cadtt Maj. T, Weatherell. 
CADET INSPECTION 
This year the cadet corps was 
fnrmrd up in the Windsor Stadium 
:rn1l <'ommanded by Celt. Lt. Col. J. 
H1·nn$oleil. 
It harl rained all day long, or£ and 
011. anrl the storm clouds were still 
lingrring overhead. 
TJu, Heviewing Officer was Lt. Col. 
I. Baxtrr and the ln$pe<'ting Officer 
wa~ I ,I. Head from Central Command. 
Aflrr the march past and demon· 
et, ation5. the presentations wrrc madt'. 
·1 ht' Lt. Col. Wm. Griesinger Trophy 
for ht'st company went to C. company 
and was accepted by Maj. J. Thorn· 
son; rhe H.A.P. Rideout Trophy went 
lo Celt. Drum Major Dennis i\Jahon('y 
as 1hr cadrt who had done tht' most 
to nid the <"adrt corps throughout the 
yt'ar, and tht' W. D. Downey Cup 
was won by the band again this year 
with Cdt. Drum Major Dennis 
Mahoney in chargt'. 
Special thanks a11d congratulations 
·should he extended to Mr. Wt'arne 
who has done sud1 a great job in 
organizing the band and obtai11ing 
their nC'w instrumenls this year. 
The Rev. E. C. LeBel Trophy was 
presentrcl this year for the fir~L time 
hy Major De11eau to Cdt. Lt. Col. J. 
Ileausoleil. It is presented l,y the 
C. 0. T. C. to the offict'r \\ ho has 
donE" th<' mo!it i11 forwardi11g the cadet 
movt'mt'nt in thr school. 
The annual banquet was \1dd the 
following F"riday in the lihrary and 
Mr. Walt<'r, who is rt>liring at 1he 
rnd of this yrar, was pre~r11trd a 
gift hy tlw cadrt <"orps for his many 
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STARDUST COMMITTEE 
3rd Row: O. Uszcak, Mr. D. Hyland, I), Craig, T. Payne, Mr. R. Lougheed, B. Greenway, Mr. W. Leonhardt, Mr. R. Davidson. 
2nd Row: L. Center, 0. Ecclestone, J. McCullough, A. Rohrbach, G. Priebe, V. Carter, P. Borthwick, E. Bauer, R. Wysznskl, B. Kuba. 
1st Row: B. Davies, J. Mcllster, B. House. 
INITIATION 
011 the first Friday nhrr returning 
lo !'rhool, the sl'nior students orfidafty 
wrlromed the frei:.hmrn of 196:3-61. 
Thr 9's were obliged to carry out the 
supreme wishrs of the honoured l~'s 
~omc frrshmen were thought lo h<' 
µ;11 ilty of certain crim<'s and were 
l,ronp:ht hrfore the renowned Kangn· 
roo Court. The offenders found them· 
~rh-rs in the hands of the hrill iant 
llrfrrH'r. Attorney Kamin. 
Ry the end o[ the l'vening the new· 
r~t ml'mhcrs of our "family" had 
l ll'm initiated with the good ol(i 
Krnn<'dy welcome. 
PROMS 
The annual Sl<'ighbell Prom proved 
to I)(' much more successful than in 
predous years. For this year's prom 
Swi~~ Srrrnatlc was chosPn as the 
theme with Bill Ricl1anls111,'s Orches· 
lrn ser('nacling. 
F.\'eryonr enjoyed a Mexi!'an Fiesta 
at 1hr sp, i•1g roundabout, the K-Hop. 
A $low! y circling hurro suspendrd 
from high in the criling added the 
1111iq11c and final toud1. Thanks go 
out to Susan Riggs and the Social 
Committe<', who successfully staged 
tl,rsc two dances. 
GRADUATION 
By Judy McCullough 
Commrnrement for our senior 
students was held No\·emhcr 16th. 
Grertings ramr from tire Windsor 
Board of Education through Dr. It J. 
\Vhilly. Srvrnly-eight happy students 
re!'rivl'd lhrir llonour Graduation Di-
plomas and one hundrl'd and twenty· 
1•iglrt stmlrnls wrrr JH<'srntl·d with 
thrir Srrondary Graduation Diploma~. 
A former Kennl'dy student, Mr. 
llerh Gray, now a mrmhrr of Parlia-
mrnt for F.!<!<<'X \V1·st, deli\·cr<'d the 
address to tlie graduating rlass. Miss 
Gail F.mNson was valedirtorian. This 
nwmoralilr orra~ion came to an end 
with thr prc!'l'ntation of Scholar!<lrips 
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309 ELLIS STREET EAST 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
C. G. RUSSELL 
ARMSTRONG 
• 
317 BARTLETT BUILDING 
COMPLIMENTS OF THE PRESIDENT 
AND HIS ONLY VICE 





LAZARE'S FURS LIMITED 
WESTERN ONTARIO'S LARGEST FURRIERS 
CL 3-2418 




SCHOOL PINS - CRESTS 
TROPHIES - PRIZES, ETC. 
102 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO 
COMPLIMENTS AND GOOD WISHES 
FROM 
NIAGARA RESTAURANT 
89 UNIVERSITY WEST 
ROBT. W. PURDY 
FIRE • AUTO · CASUAL TY • LIFE INSURANCE 
12 EQUITY CHAMBERS BUILDING 
52 CHATHAM STREET WEST 
PHONE 253-6976 
188 OUELLETTE AVE. Opposite Post Office 
CHUCK HOLMES 
CUSTOM CLOTHING 
FOR LADIES & GENTLEMEN 
1501 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST AT GLADSTONE 
HY'S FISH MARKET 
218 CHATHAM STREET EAST 
Phone 252-7426 
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RED CROSS CLUB 
3rd Row: W. Kafka, H. Pillers, D. Light, S. Vanzoost, P. Mysac, E. Hall, 
L. Fitzgerald. 
2nd Row: R. Berglund, D. Grundy, D. Pillers, A. Thomas, S. Nurse, C. 
Kobliowskl, H. Lauzon, J. Foreman, E. Semark (Treasurer). 
lsl Row: D. Cook, M. Konopka, J. Bridges (Secretary), F. D'Annunzio 
(Vice-President), A. Dalrymple (President>, M. Wight, A. Barrow, 
D. Lewis. 
Absent: L. Lavery. 
TICKET SELLERS 
J. Bridges, M. Wight, M. Gordner, S. Temcheff, I. Lopatin, S. Riggs, 
Mr. R. Groundwater. 
ITAUAN CLUB 
2nd Row: Y. Muzzln, L. Menlaco, I. Oonalon, G. Sovran, M. Desantis, ~. 
Torll, M. Oe\Aonle. 
lsl Row: L. Biasutll, A. Desantis, F. D'Annunzio, Mr. Allen, M. Zormto 
L. D'Annunzio, L. Chiandussl. 
U.N. CLUB 
T. Payne, L. Gagnier, B. Greenway, K. Wallace, M. Zorltto, Mr. T. u 
Walter, L. Skaff. Absent: C. Coumoundouros. 
------- . • 
r 
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CLUBS 
By John Kent 
ALTIOHA PF.TO- Prrsidrnt- Oxana Li!'7.r7.ak 
- ~fade n11mrro11s posters ad\'rrti~ing th<' Krnncdy 
Starclu!'t dancr!<. 
BOY'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION- Chairman- Larry 
Ca rclrwr 
- Spon!<orrd tht' llo11!<r Lragur foothall 
--Workrcl with thr lrarn to swim campaign 
Oq~ani1.rd tlw aeth·ity night along with the G.A.A. 
Cl\ \lF:HA CLU11- Pmidrnt- Jack McLi~trr 
Took thr randid photos 
A l~!<on wa!< gi\'rn hy Mr. Durrant bi-monthly 
CIIOlll l>irfctor- 1\lr. Ahry 
- Sang al thf Win,lsor l\lusic Frsti\·nl 
- Entrrtninrcl 1hr !<!'hool at \'nriou!< ll!<Sfmhlirs 
- F'ini~hrd up the yrar with a pizza party 
DHA ,1A CLUB- Chairman- Mark Madoff 
- Workrd on !<r\'rral scrnes or Shakr!<prar<''s Julius 
Cae~nr and a J\lidllummrr Nights Drram 
--Prrformed a skit for variety night 
CJIEF,RLEADERS- Captain-Angda Ozacl 
- Chrercd at all thf haskethall and football games 
- Raised !<d1ool !<pirit at noon-hour prp rallit's 
C IHL'S ATHLETIC ASSOCJ A TlON- Chairman-
C:ookir Learh 
- Sponsorrd 2 spla!<h parties 
- Solcl school sw<'atshirts 
- Aiclt'cl th<' B.A.A. at the Activity Night 
INTF.R-SCJIOOL CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION-
Pn·sidrnt- Bruce Durrno 
- lldd hiblt' !<tudirs in the hook of Romans 
- Had a Christmas and Easter party 
- Y rar-rnd howling party 
IT A LIAN CLUB- PrPsident- F'ran D'Annunzio 
- Attrncled da!<srs on Friday mornings with the 
a~~i~tanrr of J\lr. Allrn 
- JoinPd with thl' Frr11d1 Cluh £or a Chri~tmas party. 
1.E CEHCLF: FRAN(:A IS 
- Sponsored the "Concours Oratoire" with 40 
participants 
- Joined with the Italian Cluh in a Chri~tmas party 
- Li~trnecl to a talk from Diane Nantais on her 
expcrirnrrs as a participating student in the 
"Visites I 11terprovi11ciales." 
LIBHAHY STAFf- Director- Mr. Groun<lwnlcr, Senior 
Student- Chris Coumoundouros 
- Run hy l l students 
-Processed over 500 books 
- Served the student body almost every day 
OCTET- Director- 1\lr. Wearne 
-Sang at the Windsor Music Festival and a 
Hootenanny 
-Entertained at most of the school a!<~emblies 
- Took part in the Graduation Ceremonies 
ORCHESTRA- Director-Mr. Levine 
-Played at the Graduation Ceremonies, City Music 
Festival 
- Played at For~tn C.I., several esscmhlies and at 
the Cadet Inspection 
POLI-SCI- President-Lenore Bondy 
- This is a newly formed organization at Kennedy 
under the leader!<hip or Mr. Rudkin 
- Hf'ld sevrral mC'C'tings, one at whirh Herl, Gray 
ga\"e a talk 
- Organized a trip to Ottawa for four days 
HED CIWSS CLUB- Pre!<idrnt- Arli(' Dalrymplr 
- Vi~itrcl the Huron Loclgr aml thl' Heel Cro!<~ f.rntrr 
- Sponsored an Ea~trr party for thr cripplrcl ehildrrn 
- Arr having a Clippfr Ship construel<'d 
- Collrc·trll $250 for Heel Cros!; Hraclquartrr~ 
- Took part in a piny al the Heel Cross Co111rntion 
at thl' Clrary Auditorium 
- Sponsorf1l a eonplr of 110011-lrour clan(·r~ 
SCHOOL SPIHIT CLUB- Clrairman- Dorma Gru111ly 
- llnclPrtook 4 a~~fmhliei; 
- Sponsorl'<l a ~lop;an rnnlr~t for rarh [oothall galllf' 
- Nominat!'d a l\tr. arul l\1r!<. School Spirit 
SOCIAL COMMITTEF:- Clrairman - Sur Higgs 
-Thl'y just put on thP Sll'ighhrll and the K-11011 
STAMP CLUB- Dirrc-tor- 1\lr. S('ott 
- Thry mrrt ahout ('\"fry :1 wrrh to rxaminc slamr 
apJHO\'lll!< and impro\·I' tlil'i r col11•ctions 
STAHDl'ST COMl\1 lTTEF:- Prrsidl'nt-
Jucly l\kCullough 
- Spon!<on·cl ahoul 20 "lnrific" ,lam·('s aft<'r all 
Friday night sd1ool adiviliPs 
UNITF,D NATIONS CLUB l'mitknt Tom Pa)·nr 
- Sfnt Chris Coumoumlouros to the U.N. in Nrw 
York 
- Sponsorrd a talk to the grade l2's hy Wil<on 
Woodsiclr 
- Took part in a mod<·l ll.N. in Detroit 
- Srnl a reprrsentati\'I' to the London Seminar 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Metropolitan General Hospital 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
The School of Nuning, Metropolitan General Ho1pi11l, 
oUen to qualified high school gr11duate1 a three year 
coune leading to eligibility lo write the Ontario Nune 
Regietration Examination,. Thie ia one of the most pro-
grenive nuning 1ehool1 in Ontario offering the newer 
program of eduution 1h11 i1 gradually being adopted 
by foremoet school, in the province. 
PATTERN OF COURSE 
Two yean nuning education (including education tx· 
perience in both clau room and hoapital ward,) fol-
lowed by one year nuning intemehip. An allowance ol 
$130.00 per month i1 given in the third year. 
FEATURES OF COURSE 
No tuition fee. Boob supplied by 1<:hool. 
Reeidence accommodation in modem ,chool building 
with euellent living and teaching f1cilitie1. 
Well qualified teachin,: 1111ff. 
[,.perience in 111 major branche1 of nuning. 
Opportunity for 1pedaliied uperience in third year in 
Operating Room, Maternity, or Children', Nuning. 
See School announcement re admiuion requirement.. 
ln/ornwlion m<JY be 1ecured /rom : 
DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING 
2240 KILDARE ROAD, WINDSOR 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB 
2nd Row: R. Brady, Z. Muroff, 0. Benning, J. Kent. 
lsl Row: L. Bondy, Mr. 0. Rudkin, L. Pope, O. Alexander. 
LIBRARY 
2nd Row: C. Rudge, C. Bentley, J. Forman, J. Pekar, J. Pecnik, M. Oelcol. 
Ill Row: A. Bradshaw, B. Bai ley, Mr. Groundwater, C. Waterman, L. Nanlais 
Abstnl: L. Ramey, M. Ouellette, C. Coumondourous. 
W.S.S.A. SENIOR PUBLIC SPEAKING CHAMPS 
Miss S. Andry, M. Schwartz, A. O~lrymple, Miss M. Pullen. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
2nd Row. W. Kelk, A. Plccindlo, E. K,unin, 0 Pillers. 
1st Row: M. M.idoff, S. Wlcherski, M. Schwartz, A. Dalrymple. 
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r.tr Girlinq, M. Mayerhofer, D. Dell, B. Center, N. Snyder, K. Sleeves, 
K. Binder, O. Liszczak, C. Gach. 
CHESS CLUB 
STAMP CLUB 
2nd Row: E. Buckholzer, L. McGeough, K. Kahl, R. rorsltr, B. Rudd1. 
1st Row: S. Gordner, Mr. Scott, D. Beausoliel, 0. Desrosiers, H. Morrison. 
INTER-SCHOOL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
2nd Row: B. Dureno, T. Carey, T. Paine, B. Dureno. 
1st Row: D. Lewis, B. Mark, L. Keillor, Mr. W. Weir, P. Michalik, 0. Rot.ar, 
B. Oureno. 
2nd Row: P. Mousseau, D. Fulton, M. Shapiro, 0. Woll, E. Buckholzer. 
l\t Row: R. St. Jacques, K. Storey, W. Hutcheson, Mr. Laframboise, J. 21 
Fulton, D. O'Brien. 
R, 
dy. r on. 
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CHOIR 
3rd Row: F. Oliver, C. Elliot, J. Pekar, I. Cohen, T. Carey. 
2nd Row: D. Rainey, M. Bateman, C. Lillie, L. Chadwick, S. Carr, L. 
Gagnier, R. Dallaire, J. Foreman, B. Veith. 
1st Row: B. Lamb, M. Konopka, B. Bailey, B. Center, Mr. E. Abey, L. 
McClellan, L. Lancop, R. Veith, E. MacKlnnon. 
Absent: J. Carey, P. Shapiro, D. Lewis., S. Sliva, D. Nanlals. 
PREFECTS 
3rd Row: R. Van Gastel, T. Payne, G. Pearce, E. Pearce, V. Ternowesky, 
P. Monger, W. Holmes, V. Kubicki, B. Greenway, L. Quinn, J. 
Yacobovic, G. Popovich, B. Korosky. 
2nd Row: S. Joffe, J. Vijuk, R. Jackson, D. Manias, R. Parchoma, A. 
DeSanlls, L. Centre, E. Bauer, P. Borthwick, A. Ouellette, M. 
Pancheson, D. Kennedy, D. Phillpchuk, L. Marenlette. 
Ill Row: J. Babluk, L. Lazarovilch, G. Priebe, N. Miles, A. Rorbach, Mr. 
A. Fletcher, L. Shapiro, K. · B lnder, 0. Llszczak, J . McCullough. 
FRENCH CLUB 
2nd Row: M. Schwartz, T. Taylor, N. Skaff, S. Ri9gs, L. Marion, L. 
D' Annunzlo, L. Skaff, J. Schulde, C. Balogh. 
lsl Row: O. Turchyn, F. D'Annunzio, S. Wicherskl, M. Shapiro, Mr. Alkn, 
D. Nantals, J. Matte, G. Gorski, P. Hunter, L. Nantais. 
AD SALES 
2nd Row: D. Beat, M. Mycak, C. Knight, J. Pecnlc, S. Lavallee, P. Shap11..i, 
T. Taylor, S. Turner. 
l sl Row: G. Nye, L. Gagnier, Z. Mololka, A. Bradshaw, Mr. R. Oav1J,u11, 
C. Rudge, C. Bentley, E. MacKlnnon, S. Aldrich. 
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SHANFIELD'S - MEYER'S 
JEWELLERY & CHINA SHOP 
FINE SELECTION OF ENGLISH BONE CHINA 
DINNERWARE - CU'II' CRYSTAL - DIAMONDS 
WATCHES - SILVERWARE 
STUDENTS WELCOME 
188 OUELLETTE AVE. Opposite Post Office 
J. E. MURPHY SHEET 
METAL CO. LTD. 
Established 192 1 








1088 YPRES BOULEVARD 
Phone 252-6481 
CONGRATULATES KENNEDY COLLEGIATE 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
THE WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION 
MR. M. J. BRIAN 
Chairman 
MR. M. L. WHELPTON 
MR. R. R. HICKS 
Vice-Chairman 
MR. F. A. BURR 
- COMMISSIONERS -
MAYOR MICHAEL PATRICK 
MR. J. E. TECKOE, P. Eng. MR. J. F. COOK 
Secretary-Treasurer General Manager 
BETTY ANN HAIR STYLES 
SPECIALIZING IN All LINES Of BEAUTY 
1317 GLADSTONE AVENUE 
PHONE 252·1495 
ROBERT LAVENDER, Prop. 
FURNITURE - CARPETS - APPLIANCES 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE •.. ON EASY TERMS 
BAUM & BRODY LTD. 
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ORCHESTRA 
)rd Row: J . Preston, J. Ecclestone, R. Hamara, P. Madill, J. Simkins, D. Zawadskl, W. Kallan, D. Mahoney, G. Maxwell, G. Pearce, T. White. 
2nd Row: S. \Ian Zoost, D. Bear, C. Knight, D. Light, D. Thompson, G. Fathers, T. Lewis, C. Balough, M. Swartz, J. Pekar, E. Kamin. 
1st Row: Mr. S. Levine, M. Shapiro, C. Knowles, B. Trotter, M. Baitman, G. Gorski, N. Ostrander, C. Thomas, V. Techko, M. Simkins, S. Riggs, C 
Coumoundouros, B. Center. 
CAMERA CLUB 
3rd Row: D. Tofflemire, S. Thomas, R. Decost, C. Knight, D. Priebe, G. Thompson, W. Hampton, G. Lavallee, B. Gagnier, J. Fulton, N. Nowltskl, R. Ronhol111, 
R. 1/angastel. 
2nd Row: M. McVitty, G. Bertini, P. Madill, R. Parchoma, E. Pearce, H. Morrison, D. Fu:ton, C. Spiroff, H. Welker, J. Preston, J. Hobbs. 
lit Row: D. O'Showy, S. Patterson, G. Ouellette, S. Chapman, Mr. J. Durant, S. Pitts, M. Turton, P. Garant, K. Bubrick. 
· A DAY IN THE UFE OF l2B 
l2B's day is never dull or dry or drab 
f or now we enjoy the teachers as they crab. 
We hegin our day in 213 with a lively class of History 
Aud everyone agrees Mr. Walter's writing is a Mystery. 
Down the hall we n111 with glee to greet our dear Miss 
Hope 
Who a~sures us ~lie knows more Latin than the Pope. 
Next we drag ourselves to French where no one is too 
keen 
Aud every day we hear "First ... a One ... a 
Christine ... a". 
With u wee 1,it of Scot<'h is how we eud our path 
No, uol in the bottle but with a "wild Scot" wl10 teaches 
~lath. 
Now to English where everyday chaos is created by the 
hoys 
When enter Miss Pullen saying "there's no need for ull 
that noise". 
We en<l our day in Chemistry where no one talks a niitc 
!<'or every week we hear Mr. Leonhardt say "2 chapter:., 
Mike". 
WE BOYS OF 110 
Karg and Carruthers from Gretes get heck, 
Webb and Hills make passes at Andry; 
Calder would love to wring Fox's neck, 
While Flood's cracking jokes with Stanley. 
Roome, Broom and Fournier do happily 
snore, 
When Collis and Conner are, causing a rucus; 
Then there's the author who gets one line 
more, 
It's the Gardner-lover, smiling Marcu~I 
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CANDID PICTURES ... 
r ;ige Sixty-Eight THE KENCOLL 1964 
• 
ere 1s no 
aus. 
When you gurgled out the first statement, 
your Father puffed up like a peacock. 
When you took a stand on the second, 
ave 
• 
your Mother knew her baby wasn't a baby anymore. 
Now that you're old enough to ask the question, 
act your age. Drive safely. 
Any other way is for kids. 
IMPERIAL • CHRYSLER • DODGE • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT • DODGE AND FARGO TRUCKS 
,~CHRYSLER 
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PURPLE & WHITE SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, R. Paulin, J. LePava, G. Maxwell, 0. Zerbin, T. Flood, G. Horton, Mr. R. Baltagello. 
1st Row: R. Odette, B. Hendershot, J. Leonard, D. Andrewes, R. Zanin, J. Smith, W. Racine. 
Absent: A. Vince, captain. 
1963 W.S.S.A., s .w.o.s.s .A. CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL TEAM 
~th Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, P. Mousseau, 0. Zerbin, G. Smith, T. Taylor, J. Whyte, W. Jasey, P. Cakebread, G. Fathers, G. Maxwell, B. Cherniak, 
P. Rhoads. 
::i,cf Row: D. Rajkovlc, P. Hendershot, 0. Upcott, M. Carriere, J . Lepava, G. Nykilchuk, 0. Gibson, B. Brown, T. Brogan, R. Schooley, B. Ronson, W. 
Yaschyn. 
7nd Row: Mr. G. Arnott (coach), 0. Farron, J. Costescu, W. Zawadskl, J. Bailey, J. Fruchter, G. Popovich, J. Thomson, P. While, J. Jackson, M. Kelly, L. 
Gignac, J. Bially, L. Fitch. 
1 <t Row: J. Steiner, R. Paulin, B. Potts, D. Zawadski, J. Vijuk, L. Marentelte, 0. Chadwick, B. Hendershot, A. Vince, J. Smith, J. Penney, Mr. R. A. 
Battagello (coach). 
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W.S.S.A. JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, J. lannicello, G. Bumham, J . Fruchter, R. Moro, A. Kennedy, K. Storey, Mr. G. Amott. 
1st Row: D. Goslin, J. Halberd11, G. Barbesln, J. MIies, F. Collis, R. Kwiatkowski, B. Mcllnden. 
JUNIOR, INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR CROSS COUNTRY 
2nd Row: D. Gibson, K Wightman, D. Goslin, R. Green, G. Coslc, J . Fulton, H. Waslyk. 
1st Row: F. Oliver, J . Loaring, D. Fulton, H. Leal, J Muir, J. Pope, P. Borrelli, B Ruddy. 
,, 






Depends on what you do with it! It could become a prize 
rooster, get top billing in a fricassee-or end up as a 
splatter on the floor. The possibilities are unlimited-the 
egg is just a start. like university. You discover as you 
go along the endless possibilities an advanced education 
can bring. But you have to make a start-and not everyone 
can afford that. That's why the General Motors companies 
in Canada award 25 scholarships each year ranging 
in value up to $2,000 to help deserving students. More 
than 200 scholarships have been awarded since this 
programme began in 1955. Grants. too, are given to 
the universities themselves. Students can choose from 
any of 14 participating universities, pick the faculty they 
like, prepare in their own way to take their place in 
Canada's future. life isn't always served sunny side up 
-but the GM scholarship plan can help. 
Applications for General Motors Scholarship should 
be directed to the Registrars of the following par· 
ticipating universities: The University of Toronto; 
The University of Western Ontario, London; 
Queen's University. Kingston: The Uni· .. ersity of 
Montreal; The University of Manitoba, Winnipeg; 
The University of British Columbia, Vancouver; 
The University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon; The 
University of Alberta. Edmonton: The University 
of New Brunswick, Fredericton; Laval University. 
Quebec City; McGill University, Montreal; Memorial 
University, St. John's, Newfoundland; Oalhousie 
University, Halifax; and McMaster University, 
Hamilton. 
McK:innon 
Sub•idiarvo{G<n<ral Moto,. Corporation 
ST. CATJIARIN'ES AND WINDSOR 
I~ 
• 
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W.S.S.A., s.w.o.s.s.A. SENIOR BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, J. Kent, A. Colman, D. Layuk, Mr. D. Rudkin. 
1st Row: J. Loaring, M. Schwarll, L. Silverstein, K. Meier, L. Gardner, T. Stanley 
JUNIOR BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM TENNIS CLUB 
2nd Row: T. Stanley, S. M"ndel, Mr. Allen. 
Page Seventy-Thro:e 
2nd Row: Mr. D. Rudkin, B. Ruddy, J. Miles, D. Cholik. 
1st Row: S. Molnar, B. Davies, T. Fox, R. Gignac. 1st Row: J. Loaring, M. Simkins, S. Lee, V. Wood, Z. Muroll 
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Compliments of 
FURS BY ARPIN CO. LTD 
484 PELISSIER STREET 
Compliments of 
LYLE'S MEN'S WEAR 
318 OUELLETTE AVENUE 




125 WYANDOTTE STREET WEST 
HAWKESWOOD GARAGE 
LIMITED 
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE 
270 ERIE STREET EAST AT McDOUGALL 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 





352 PITT STREET EAST 
BOLES MARKET 
2710 HOWARD AVENUE 
AGENTS FOR 
STRUBS KOSHER PICKLES 
Specializing in PAN-FRIED CHICKEN 




531 PELISSIER STREET 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
SAPOLINE CO. LTD. 
1629 TECUMSEH ROAD 
Phone 256-7879 
DOMINION TIRE STORES 
LIMITED 
TIRE'.S, BATTERIES, GUNS, ETC. 
1320 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
PHONE 253-2409 
PHONE CL 3-1115 
KEN WILEY PHARMACY 
ll DISPENSING CHEMISTS 
2300 HOWARD AVE., WINDSOR, ONT. 
Compliments of 
COLONIAL TOOL CO. LTD. 
1691 WALKER ROAD 
WINDSOR 
" IT IS NOT IN MORTALS TO COMMAND SUCCESS, 
BUT LET US DO MORE, AND WE'LL DESERVE IT." 
(Addison) 
HARRY M. ZEILIG 
573 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Phone 254-9555 
ART IN ADVERTISING 
THE KE NCOLL 1 96 4 
W.S.S.A. INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION CROSS COUNTRY 
Mr. Thompson, J. Loaring, Mr. A. Green. 
W.S.S.A. SENIOR BOYS' VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. Thomson, V. Wells, T. Stanley, G. Horton, P. Culey, 0 . Chollk, J. Leonard, R. HIiis. 
lsl Row: J . Kent, R. Kwiatkowski, 0. Zerbln, T. Flood, R. Zanin, J. Miles, l. Oelorenzl, Mr. Hyland. 
w.s.s.A. SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
Page Seventy ~ 1ve 
2nd Row: Mrs. M. Galbraith, L. Lavery, L. Maniacco, P. lescinsky, S. Howarth, S. Nurse, J. Newman, M. Bradford, Mr. M. C. Thomson. 
lsl Row: 0 . Ecclestone, N. Ostrander, J. McIntyre, I. Kubicki, J. Allison (Captain>, M. Leach, D, Town~end, D. Lobzun, M. Bateman. 
l 







fOR YOUR FAVOURITE PIZZA SNACK OR DINNER 
Patronize 
MARIO'S RESTAURANT 
PIZZA TO TAKE OUT OR DELIVERED 
2105 OUELLETTE CL 4-81!51 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
MALONE FLOWER SHOP 




2310 WALKER ROAD - PHONE 252-1686 
LOUIS BERGER 
YOUR PERSONAL CLOTHIER & TAILOR 
Ladies· & Gent's Suits Hand-Tailored 
Made-to-Measure 
1384 OTTAWA STREET 
Windsor, Ont. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
HENRY BIRKS & SONS 
(ONTARIO} LTD. 
375 OUELLETTE AVENUE, WINDSOR 
Compliment~ o/ 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 







THE MILK EDUCATION 
COUNCIL OF WINDSOR 




2285 HOWARD AVENUE 
Phone 254-0154 
ROYAL BARBER SHOP 
20 ELLIS STREET EAST 
TWO BARBERS 
Bill & Al - Proprietors 
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS 
Best Wishes To 
KENNEDY STUDENTS 
from 








LADIES' AND MENS' WEAR 
35 WYANDOTIE EAST 
Phone 253-1717 
CONTRACTORS' EQUIPMENT 
SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE 
WACO EQUIPMENT CO. 
2780 HOWARD AVENUE 












CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDING 
PELISSIER STREET 
253-8202 
G. P. MATHONEY, Principal 
• 
THE KE N CO L L 1 964 
CHEER LEADERS 
2nd Row: M. Marko, D. Grundy, T. Strosberg, J . McAdams, J. Wilimolt, C. Thomas. 
1st Row: N. Ostrander, S. Center, 8. Amelia, A. Ozad, G. Gorski, C. Laforet. 
JUNIOR "B" BASKETBALL TEAM 
2nd Row: Mr. R. Pazur, G. Barbesln, D. Goslin, B. Mcllnden, A. Plcclnato, G. Burnham, J. lannlcello. 
1st Row: M. Urban, J. Klempner, R. Green, L. Boles, S. Goldberg, R. Farbotta. 
GOLF TEAM 










1sen -J. Ostr a~sa 
THE KENCOLL 1964 
Page Eighty-One 
w.s.s.A. TENNIS CHAMPIONS 
Mr. M. C. Thomson, John Loaring, Ted Stanley, Mr. G. Allen. 
REFEREES 
3rd Row: W. Machnik, G. WIiiiams, I!, Hyatt, D. Andrews, J. Kent, 
A. Vince, J. Smith. 
2nd Row: 0. Zerbin, 0. Llszczak, 0. Ecclestone, J. Allison, 0. 
Townsend, P. Borthwick, 0. MIies, I. Kubicki, T. Flood. 
lst Row: J. McIntyre, M. Lapointe, S. Horvath, S. Nurse, M. Leach, 
N. Ostrander, 0. Lobzun, E. Rapsky, P. Lescinsky, B. 
Baldas\are. 
w.s.s .A. JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. Thomson, C. Semark, C. Birchmore, P. Mltchelic~, 
B. Trotter, W. Kalfka, Miss Williams. 
1st Row: J. McIntyre, M. L. LaPolnte, P. LesclMkY, S. Howilrth, 
D. Cooke, M. Soanes. 
. t 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
PEHAR'S RESTAURAnT 
754 OUELLETIE AVENUE 
AnER THE GAME 
OR 









Bortlet Mocdonold ond Gow Limited 
011tllt1tt Au. at tltt R.iY fl 
• 
WINDSOR AREA STUDENTS 
WHO LIKE TO LOOK THEIR BEST 
SHOP BARTLET'$ WITH ASSURANCE 
THAT THEY'LL ALWAYS BE WELL DRESSED 
The Salvation Army 
GRACE HOSPITAL 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
WINDSOR, ONTAHIO 
Offers a ThrPe Year Course in 
NURSING EDUCATION 
Qualifying for Ontario Uegistration 
Examinations 
No Tuition Fee· Monthly Stipend 
Modern Resi,lmre Accommodation in the 
School of Nursing nuilding 
with 
Exc<'llent Teaching Fadlities 
Special Arfiliations 
• 
Applications are now heiug received for 
the Seplember, 1964 Class 
• 
Information may be secured from 
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BADMINTON TEAM 
1st Row: J. Newman, M. Bradford, N. Bolton, J. Bridges, M. Clark, P. Maskery L. Bondy, L. VanCoughnett 
2nd Row: Mr. Hendershot, J. Loanng, 0. Wolf, 8 Hendershot, G. Horton, K. Meier, C. Balogh, K. Storey, M. Kelly. 
SOCCER 
3rd Row: 0 . Wolfe, N. Sneath, H. Bradford, J. Fathers, G. Thompson, B. Grundy, 0 Waternwi, 8 Oureno. 
2nd Row: W. Machnik, J. Madoff, J. Popa, 0. Goslin, 8. Hy1.ll, C. Malloy, G Burnh.lfl'I, F. Karg 
1st Row: F. Hldl, M. Lander, D. Andmo,s, W Med,.ld, Mr. 0. McVey (Coach I, K. Storey, P. Monger, J. Pollszczuk, A. Gumprlch 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
NINE A 




Let me show you how you or your organization 
CAN EARN FROM $100 UP- A MONTH 
By Appointment Only-969-8223 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
R. P. SCHERER 
LIMITED 
• 
1370 ARGYLE ROAD 
WINDSOR 
r ;,r," Eighty-Four THE KENCOLL 1964 
SENIOR BOYS' W.S.S.A. TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONS 1963·64 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, L. Delorenzl, H. Bradford, D. Mahoney, J . Miles, J . Smith, J. Kent, Mr. A, Green, 
1st Row: H Miller, R. Potts, D. Zawadskl, J. Loaring, R. Zanin, C. Balogh, W. Jasey. 
INTERMEDIATE BOYS' TRACK TEAM 1963-64 
2nd Row: K. Bially, P. Cakebread, C. Molloy. 
1st Row: L. Gignac, P. McIntyre, S. Foster, J. Klempner. 
JUNIOR BOYS' W.S.S.A. TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONS 1963·64 
2nd Row: Mr. M . C. Thomson, D. Goslin, B. Post, G. Cosic, M. Urban, G. Bell, H. Leal, Mr. A. Green. 
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SENIOR GIRLS' w .s .s .A. TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, P. Maskery, O. Miles, J. Allison. 0. T0wnsend, Mrs M. Galbraith. 
lsl Row: S. Nurse, D. Grundy, C. Laroret, E. Daws . 
INTERMEDIATE GIRLS' w.s.s.A. TRACK CHAMPIONS 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. Thomson, D. E"lotone, L. Ch.idwick, P. Michalik, J. McIntyre, Mrs. M. G.albra,th. 
l S\ Row: P. lannicello, J. Wllllmott, M. Lapointe . 
JUNIOR GIRLS' TRACK 
Mrs. M. Galbraith, C. Laforet, G. MacFarl.ine, A Desa11l1S, T. Ouellelle. 
Page Eighty-Five l 
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CHAMPIONSHIPS 1963-1964 
\'LS S.A. Tioy~' Tennis Doubles-
] . I na ri 11g and T. Stanley 
W.S.S.A. Cross-Country Champion-
] . l.oaring 
\r5.S.A. Senior Boys' Volleyball 
( .liampio11ship 
W .SS. \. Junior Girls' Volleyball 
( lia11,pio11!'hip 
\rsc; i\. an<l S.W.O.S.S.A. Football 
( liampionship 
,r.~ c.; /1. . Srnior Iloys' Puhlic Speilk-
i111i l\lrlvin Schwartz 
W 5 <:.; .A, Senior Girls' Puhlic Speak-
i11!! Arlie Lou Dalrymple 
\r.S c.; \. Senior Doys' Swimming 
( l,ampionship 
FOOTBALL 
' f lw '61 v<'r!'ion of Kemwdy's foot· 
kill '"Jllatl took all honours. Th<'se 
i11,·lml1·d t rophiC'S for W.S.S.A. and 
S." .O.S.S.A. championships and for 
pn•••·••iou of first place at the end 
of th,· rq?;11lar season. Walkrrville and 
A••llmption gave the Clippers the 
lw•I l!amr•. hut frll to our team in 
tlw •rmi-finalc; and final 13-6 and rn. 
0 1•·•1u·rtivdy. Th<'y defeated the 
Ch:, tlrnm team for the S.W.O.S.S.A. 
lall 1•·k J o<' Vijuk, Dennis Chaclwil'k, 
D1•1mi« 7.awacl'lki and Bill Hendershot 
mad,· the first All-City team. 
BASKETBALL 
l'la yin~ more games this year, the 
•rn inr hoys' team ended r<'gular sea-
!'OII l'lny with a 10-3 won-loss record 
an,\ atlrnnr<'d into the semi-finals. 
Tlw ( .li11prrs put up a good hattl<' 
l,111 11 c·n· toppl<'<l hy a hetter Herman 
11' :i ' " (,8. I:\, at St. Denis Hall. 
'I lw juniors <'llll<'d their r<'gular 
•ra•1•11 with a :~B-35 victor y ovrr arch-
ri, al Walkerville and an 8-0 won-loss 
W.S.S.A. Senior Girls' Swimming 
Championship 
W.S.S.A. Junior Boys' Basketball 
Championship 
W.S.S.A. Senior Girls' Basketball 
Campionship 
University of WC'stC'rn Ontario 
Purple ancl White Basketball 
Championship 
E~sC'x County Sportsmen's Association 
Hi fie Competition 
W.S.S.A. Girls' Badminton Singles-
Pam Maskery 
W.S.S.A. Roys' Badminton Singles-
John J ,oaring 
W.S.S.A. Badminton, Mixed Doubles 
- Lenore Bondy and Ozzie Wolf 
T<'cord. They edged Corpus Christi 
nn<l \Valkervillc in the playoffs lo 
emNgr with the \V.S.S.A. trophy, 
cncling Walknvill<''s five year domi· 
nation. 1 lowever, they lost out on their 
bid for the S.W.O.S.S.A. trophy- to 
Walkervill<'. 
Thr girls had a good season and 
were de£t;>ated only once during regu· 
lar play. They out-hustled Palterson 
and Jfrrman to come up with the 
W.S.S.A. championship for the first 
tim<' sin,·r 1936, but lost to Commerce 
for the S.\V.O.S.S.A. trophy. 
SW11\1MING 
The srnior girls am! boys preserved 
Kenn<'cly's fine reputation as swim-
mcn; hy swe<'ping the senior W.S.S.A. 
trophies in the Windsor meet at 
lfrrman. At this sam<' meet the junior 
girls and hoys took 3rd and 2nd 
placings r<'sp<'ctive ly. At the 
O.F.S.A.A. meet at London our senior 
hoys failed to bring back the Hart 
Dr\·rnm•y Trophy for the Ontario 
lnt<'r-Collrgiate Swimming Champion· 
ship, hut captured an impressive 3nl. 
W.S.S.A. Badminton. Girls' DouhlC's 
- Judy Bridges ancl l\larilyn Clark 
W.S.S.A. Senior Roys' Track Cham· 
pionship 
W.S.S.A. Junior Boys' Track Cham· 
pionship 
W.S.S.A. Senior Girls' Track Cham· 
pionship 
W.S.S.A. lntermediate Girls' Track 
Championship 
W.S.S.A. Senior Iloy!'.' Track Cham, 
pion- Hon Zanin 
W.S.S.A. lnterm<'cliate Girls' Track 
Champion- Joyce Willimott 
W.S.S.A. Inlermecliate Boys' Track 
Champion- Jim Miles 
VOLLEYBALL 
The Boys' Volkyball t<'am came up 
with an unddl'al<'cl sl'ason for regular 
play and captuml the W.S.S.A. 
trophy. In their attempt for the 
S.W.O.S.S.A. championship, however, 
they were defeated in the finals by 
Wallar<'hurg Di~trict High. 
Our senior girls' tram nipp<'d Com· 
merce in the S<'mi-finals but lo~t out 
to H erman in the final. In Wallace· 
burg, they, lik<' thr hoys, were cle-
frated in thrir all<'mpl for the 
S.W.O.S.S.A. triumph. 
The junior girls brought tlil'ir 
W. S.S. A. trophy lo KC'rm<'cly. In 
S.W.0.S.S.A. comprtition, they, too, 
lost out in the final game. 
TENNIS 
In Tr11nis this yrar, Krmwdy ,·anw 
up with a winning hoys' doulilr~ 
championship. Trd Stanlry and John 
Loaring hrought this laurd honw. 
MR. 
FE ii 
l\lR. & a 



































W1NDS0R PUuLJC LJBRARY - CENTRAi. 










Every room hos a "decor-
a live pole nt i a I" ----the 
measure of this potential 
is the sum of your desires 
added to the sum of the 
ingenuity and experience 
of the designer who serves 
you. 
Joseph R. Moskery 
MANAGING DIRECT< 
Private Consultation 
9 a .m. to 5 p.m . 
Phone 254-9226 
:§Manor ~ 1!}ou~e 
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